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New Gestalt Voices

A

n international not-for-profit organisation, committed to widening participation and exploring new ways of building community via application
of gestalt (and aligned disciplines) across a number of domains – health
services, education, therapy, organisational/ business, community, and government/political.

CONTRIBUTION OF GESTALT

We understand gestalt as a socially transformative
approach that is concerned with restoring 'aliveness'
to human living and activity - and with an orientation
towards the wider 'field' - the various social wholes of
which our activities form a part. Gestalt's founding text
says "it is impossible for anyone to be extremely happy
until we are happy more generally (Perls et al. 1951).

COMMUNITY

The NGV approach esteems development at the
group/community/systemic level. We turn our attention to the wider systems, including structures of power, influence and oppression (such as racism), against
which much traditional change work proceeds.

NGV offers a test bed for innovation with a view to
supporting applications of gestalt in relation to social
justice, environmental and political challenges – what
Paul Goodman, one of gestalt’s founders, called “social-therapy”.

CATALYST

We do not see NGV as doing it all ourselves. We act as
a network – or convenor of ‘worknets’ (Bruno Latour)
– first phase mover, incubator and ultimately support
for others to enter into new areas. We will continue to
support anyone who comes to us to innovate –
commissioner, organisation, team or individual.
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EXPERIMENT

about our
journal
Through our international journal, New Gestalt
Voices offers a platform to support those who
have not published before, and others, to share
their creativity in relation to gestalt coaching,
organisational practice and therapy.
The journal is usually published twice-yearly
in PDF format, and is downloadable from our
website. We also publish short-form articles
and opinion pieces on our blog and occasional
papers, as well as images and audio-visual
material.
We invite a range of expression, including
poems, stories, journaling, dialogue, debate,
photographs, drawings and other artwork,
as well as responses to previously published
articles.
Contributions are welcome from trainees,
recently qualified or experienced practitioners,
PhDs, non-academics and enthusiasts alike.
We invite non-gestaltists to contribute to our
conversations.
Thanks to all who have been part of this
experience.
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Meetings between gestaltists and
leaders in other professional fields and
sectors. A gestalt lens on the world.
News and current affairs

editor’s
letter
These are unprecedented times. As the world continues to be ravaged by coronavirus, I and we at NGV stand with those who are suffering through loss, economically and otherwise. I would have struggled to have got through these last
months without support from my partner, Franco, my colleagues and friends at
NGV and wider. I struggle sometimes to stay with the suffering of the situation,
and yet I believe there is much to be gained by staying with the unknown and
not using the excuse of the economy to rush back to a more known normal too
quickly.
6
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I have never been more aware of the
privilege that comes with editing this
journal. Like other gestalt organisations
NGV is engaged in a long-term
process of understanding what it
means to be a gestalt organisation in a
world where racial oppression is
beginning to be more widely understood. It is not enough to be promoting
an anti-racism message externally. We
need to be looking within NGV at who
we are, how we work, and at our whiteness. We want to listen to anyone who
will speak to us about this. I would like
to use my and our privilege positively,
appreciating this will mean an openness to sharing power and privilege.
The writing in this issue sings as loudly
as in any previous. Without any intentional design, the pieces that have
been submitted all feel timely and connected to the current situation. Several grapple with the future of gestalt,
recognising that now is a turning point.
At NGV we are very engaged with these
questions, and if these interest you, I
would recommend you participate in
our forthcoming 18 month Learning
Programme. As part of our response
NGV would also like to collaborate with
gestalt institutes to offer a curricula
and qualifications in a 'gestalt practice' that is broader than therapy and
organisational work and is oriented
to how gestalt is supportive of social
justice.
Of particular note in this issue is our
first article "Working with Racial Op-

pression in Gestalt Therapy" by
Toronto gestalt trainee Aliya Amarshi.
This is a welcome and impressive gift
to our community, useful as both introduction and guide to any therapist
in undersanding how issues of power,
privilege and 'social location' bear on
therapeutic work. I hold it important
that writings of students find their way
into gestalt curricula - we need to be
reading each other's work. And I would
hold this up as an obvious piece for
institutes to share with their students.
Bravo Aliya.
Friedhelm Matthies' introduction to
the New Phenomenology, translated
from his original German, is a sophisticated piece that requires some effort
to get to grips with linguistic and cultural differences. I hope at some point
a bilingual writer might make a more
ideomatic translation of thinking in this
tradition. As only an English speaker I
was surprised at how consistent with
original gestalt theory I found the idea
of the 'felt body' as arena in which
organism meets environment. Whilst
not a stranger to the controversy that
has surrounded this work, I hope Friedhelm's work gets the non-prejudicial
reading it deserves.
Seán Gaffney shares two poems, both
engaging with the theme of loss - in its
personal, and current 'global' manifestations. I hope Seán you hear how
much I am touched by reworkings of
your son's loss. Seán's words on the vi-
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rus as roughly 'reaper' of what we have and changing these 'out of awareness'
sown, ring with a starting poingnancy in structures.
conveying meanings that only poetry
This is a packed edition. I take a
as 'contactful speech' can articulate.
breath.
Next I include an article of my own. It is
an odd privilege to edit your own work Philip Norbury's "Chapter 11" takes forward and backward the narrative we
- and I know that I can only fully step
published in our last edition. Philip's
into what I think without the process
is amongst the best narrative writing
of looking over my shoulder that goes
on gestalt process that I have come
on when I am writing for qualification,
across. There is a moment in this curor for another publisher. My belief is
rent piece that takes my breath away
not 'anti-therapy', but I believe that
therapy is of its time and this has been in describing the power of human cona time that has licenced widespread in- nection and compassion. I remember
equality and 'privilege'. Our coming era being transfixed by the kindness of the
calls for psychologically informed work Bishop of Digne in Victor Hugo's Les
Miserables. This piece moves me in
to change this situation, rather than
merely washing up its damage. Gestalt somewhat similar way.
and gestalt therapy are deserving of a
lot of credit in getting us here. We need Annie Garrety and I worked a bit together on her piece "The Ethical Burn
a psychological profession more free
of a Beginner Researcher" so I saw it
to speak it's mind, and new forms of
coming together. I love any writing that
'angry spirituality' less confluent with
steps as boldly into self-doubt, and
capitalism.
questionning. To my mind, to be as
Kamila Bialy in her piece called "Decen- transparent and open in our process,
when we get things wrong, is likely to
tering the Subject Even More" writes
do more to draw people towards us as
in similar activist vein, pointing to the
extent to which personal narratives are gestalists than will be achieved by our
formed by structures and systems that research. But perhaps I am biased? I
are mostly seen as outside the domain welcome Annie's bringing a 'beginner's
mind' stance to the field of research.
of psychotherapy. She argues for our
need to recognise our greater powerThe next contribution is personal
lessness relative to these structures
testimony of one gestalt therapist's
and the need that the therapeutic
experience of taking 'chem sex' drugs.
community engage with critical theI talked to the author for several
ory and sociological understandings.
months about the merits of publishing
I believe this ought to temper the gestaltic focus on personal responsibilty, under his name or anonymously. My
advice to publish anonymously came
and bolster a gestalt practice that is
from a sense of wanting to protect
more oriented towards attending to
8
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this individual. The author has indicated that they are willing to engage in
dialogue about the piece should you
contact me as editor. I applaud the
author's bravery and the importance
of giving voice to a phenomenon that is
killing many gay men, as well as raising
important ethical questions in relation
to the practice of therapy. In a world
where we are waking up to oppression,
marginal experience of sex is political.
Toni Clarkson writes "Leadership is
Dead.... And thank Fuck for that", a delightfully impassioned and highly plausible critique of most leadership approaches and trainings as insufficient
in meeting the challenges of a highly
uncertain, changing and unknown
times. Her piece acts as preface to an
advertisement of NGV's forthcoming
Leaderhsip Programme developed
by Toni alongside Thomas Ameel. It's
great to be offering this into a leadership space. If you are interested in
unpicking and repackaging what you
thought you knew about leadership
and about yourself, I know this programme will prove a great experience.
And lastly Daiana Albeanu reviews
Erving Polster's last published book,

"Beyond Therapy: Igniting Life Focus
Community Movements". As this is
written, Erv Polster is about to publish
another book. I am ever inspired by
his work, and I am touched here that
Daiana regognises NGV's work within
Erving's lineage. I am inspired by Daiana seeing application of "life focus
communtiy groups" to her Romanian
society still rife with division and suspicion as a legacy of communism. I
want to thank Daiana for providing this
link to one of our early and still strong
branches of the gestalt tree and showing Erv's work is as relevant as ever.
I hope this whets your appetite. Please
enjoy our journal. As you can perhaps
tell, NGV is as a very different stage of
its evolution than we were when we
last published a journal. I owe thanks
to a lot of people for supporting me
and NGV to get to this point. Particularly I want to thank my friends Bernie
(Latuch) O'Koon, Kamila Bialy, Toni
Clarkson, Laura Martinelli and Thomas Ameel for believing in what we are
doing enough to risk themselves in
the becoming of it. It means a lot to
include Bernie's Diversity Integration
"Manifesto" on p14.

JOHN GILLESPIE | CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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FORTHCOMING SEMINAR
SERIES
Frontiers of Gestalt
https://newgestaltvoices.org/projects/frontiers-of-gestalt/

Sept 2020 - 2021

W

ith our Frontiers of Gestalt online seminar series,
we engage what we believe are some of the key
topics that will define the forthcoming era for gestaltists – race, profit, sexuality, environmental catastrophe,
certainty, avoidance, drug assisted therapy, and more.

Truth and the Limits of Uncertainty / Chris O'Malley

19th Sept 2020: An experiential exploration of how
white privilege is carried in our bodies / Bernadette
Latuch and Gareth Thomas

22nd May 2021: "Chemsex" - an empathetic and eperiential journey into sex, shame and intimacy as crucibles
of systemic oppression.

24th Oct 2020: Is the Abyss (a)void? / Jan Ballx

19th June 2021: The Courage of Our Convictions / Rhys
Price-Robertson

21st Nov 2020: A case for profit! How do we talk to the
for-profit sector / Laura Martinelli and John Gillespie
9th Jan 2021: Leadership is dead, and thank fuck for
that! / Toni Clarkson and Thomas Ameel

17th April 2021: Violence begins when conflict ends - an
examination of violence and conflict through the lens of
"contact". / Nick Adlington

17th July 2021: Psychadelic Assisted Therapy: Gestalt
as a proposed framework / Dr Travis Fox, Dr Christopher
Nicolas and Dr Chantelle Thomas.

23rd Jan 2021: "I can't keep calm because of sociology"/
Kamila Bialy

21st August 2021: Trans(cending) the gender binary; a
place for trans voices and trans/non-binary and gender
fluid experiences / Kamila Bialy and Rebecca Waletich

20th Feb 2021: Working with the ground - therapy in a
time of climate emergency / Steffi Bednarek

Time limited registration for all 12 seminars = £230
Or choose any 7 for the price of 5 = £150

20th March 2021: Uncultivated Cetainty: Knowldge,

Seminars can also be booked individually
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BE PART OF NGV’S FLAGSHIP 18 MONTH LEARNING
PROGRAMME
We want to encourage a gestalt practice that’s active in our world – one that is grounded
in social justice and in confronting different forms of oppression. Our programme brings
together theory, contributions from those actively working to challenge oppressive social
structures, and experiential learning/development through dialogue.

CONTRIBUTE
This programme is an online experiment in a mix of structured learning, personal process and
group development. Our focus is on “Gestalt in the World” – the contribution of gestaltists as
‘citizen practitioners’ (Parlett) in response to challenges to our ecology and in relation to social
justice. The programme is not just for those with experience of gestalt – we wish to foster a
co-learning environment in which contributors from different professional fields who share
our interests can learn together.
The programme runs Jan 2021 – June 2022
•
•

•
•
•

Meet as a whole group 10 times for 1 day over 18 months. (50 direct learning hours)
A mix of presenters/contributors – gestalt and non-gestalt; individuals who are contributing to challenges around social justice/ecology – e.g. those working in political change,
black liberation, local democracy, activism and campaigning, and business/commerce.
Support participants with their ‘living of this’ – report back and receive challenge and support
Encourage smaller ‘process’ groups to meet monthly.
Explore gestalt theory and intersections with other bodies of thought such as sociology,
political theory, and philosophy, particularly as they relate to what Paul Goodman called
‘socio-therapy’

The programme will create an environment in which beginners and those with vast gestalt
experience can learn together. We hope to bring in people from both ends of their gestalt
journey. The NGV approach esteems development at the group/community level (hence
this is not a ‘personal’ development group as such). Having said this, our personal experience
shapes the collective, which in turn forms our individual experience.
We use gestalt theory as an orienting tool, and in turn we regard this programme as key to
NGV’s aspirations to develop a gestalt practice fit for the challenges of our times through living
it together, and by including that which may not be directly present – the planet’s fauna and
flora for example – as well as that which is present but so obvious that it is overlooked, which is
the case with privilege.
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We particularly invite those who live on the edges – or outside – those who struggle in groups, or those bringing marginal experience including race, sexuality, and disability as having something unique to offer that we
can grow by. We will turn our attention to the wider structures of power, influence and oppression that form
the background against which much therapy and social change work is conducted.
We will build relationships and foster a “chosen” support community that will ‘over- time’ allow different
choices to emerge for us as individuals, whilst engaged with issues experienced at community and planetary
levels. (Max 24 places, 6 reserved for free places/non-gestaltists)!
Cost £1100 UK [can be paid over 18 months – and 6 subsidised/free places available] / please contact john@
newgestaltvoices.org
Amongst other things this is a supported place to:
•

Explore challenges around being part of a community, society, racial group, planet, species.

•

Share our narratives, life stories & the recurring patterns that we are working through and that specifically
form an obstacle to our living with and alongside others.

•

We will be meeting online from our homes, so we welcome contribution from partners, children and
those who are precious in our lives.

•

Use gestalt theory as an orienting tool & in turn refine, and improve our understanding of gestalt theory, in
relation to current social justice and ecological challenges.

•

Learn with others with different life & professional experience and theoretical orientations.

•

Offer up what we don’t understand.

•

Build safety for those parts of ourselves and of each other that do not easily fit

•

Make a place for difficult self-process like narcissism, shame, jealousy and marginal experience including
GSRD, religion, ethnicity, class and race.
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Gestalts
In this place, I bring all of me to meet all of you.
The sacred, the profane…the whole is welcomed.
I will not “fix” you, as I do not believe you are broken.
But I will hold space with you and bear witness to your emergence,
even as I continue my own cycles of death and rebirth.
The container we co-create holds all of us,
who we are, who we have been, who we are becoming.
It is stately enough for hubris and grandiosity—yours and mine,
and a spacious place for your wildest dreams and most beautiful possibilities to constellate.
It is humble enough for vulnerability and grief—yours and mine,
and a soft place to hold broken hearts and unrealized hopes.
It is strong enough for anger and rage—yours and mine,
and a space to expose oppression and invite the roots of liberation to take hold.
Our container has boundaries and rituals.
We co-create safety and sanctity, the conditions that humans need in order to thrive.
Your process and all of its beautiful unfolding can happen here, with me.
I am honored to be your witness and, sometimes, perhaps even a co-conspirator.
I honor and seek truth,
while recognizing that deception (especially self-deception) is sometimes necessary for survival.
As we make contact with one another (or not), generations and worlds may collide.
Here, there is permission to notice all of it, as it happened, as it is happening, as it may yet be.
What transpires in this crucible is [w]holy.
Here intersectionality is transmuted into multiplicities.
Here awareness and contact are the catalysts that fuel our being and our doing.
Here, in differentiated unity, we find power and claim freedom.
May we come and go in love.
Bernadette Latuch (O'Koon) / Diversity Integration "Manifesto" 20th Feb 2020
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Working With Racial
Oppression In Gestalt Therapy
by Aliya Amarshi

In this article, I explore the relationship
between gestalt therapy and racial oppression.
Specifically, I am interested in the following
three questions: 1) How does oppression
impact the therapeutic encounter? 2) How
is gestalt therapy useful in working with
marginalized individuals? 3) What might be
some ethical considerations around social
justice for gestalt therapists? My choice in
writing about this topic is rooted in my interest
in bridging the divide between the social and the
psychological. Working in the field of sociology,
I have felt for some time that psychological
aspects of social processes are omitted from
sociological analysis. At the same time, as I’ve
embarked upon my training in gestalt therapy,
I’ve struggled to determine exactly how my
background in sociology – specifically in the
field of racial oppression and social movements
– fits with what I am currently learning.

In the last few months, I’ve been energized
to see many of the questions I’ve struggled
with around racial trauma, social justice,
and psychotherapy, find their way into
more mainstream discussions in the gestalt
community around me. It is clear that this last
wave of horrific state violence against racialized
– and especially black – people in the United
States and Canada (where I live), and the
powerful uprisings against this violence, have
generated a new urgency in the collective field
around racial justice – an urgency that people of
colour have felt for a very long time.
As such, this paper is a preliminary exploration
into how dominant forms of social oppression,
and particularly racism, might impact the work
of gestalt therapists. As a fourth year student
in the training program who is about to enter
the clinical phase of my studies, I write this
in anticipation of some of the issues that I
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and other therapists may encounter, and as
a means of working out how we might best
support our clients, as well as ourselves, at a
contact boundary haunted by social rupture.

THE IMPACT OF OPPRESSION IN THERAPY
WORK
There are myriad ways in which we might
explore how oppression impacts the work
between a therapist and client. In this section,
I examine how power differences show up
between therapist and client, and to what
effect. Unlike a number of other psychotherapy
approaches, gestalt therapy is grounded in
a non-hierarchical contactful relationship
between the client and therapist. As Rae
Johnson (2014) argues however, “gestalt’s
emphasis on contact in the therapy relationship
seems to assume that therapist and client
meet on a relatively even playing field; and that
it is possible for the therapist to nullify power
differences accorded to the role of therapist
simply by choosing to ‘show up’ as an authentic
and real human being” (p. 214). Lynne Jacobs
(2016) expresses a similar sentiment:

is inescapably “between two historic-sociallylocated human beings” (Jacobs 2016. p. 148).
The fact that power imbalances from the
social world also enter the therapy office
should not be surprising given the centrality of
field theory in gestalt therapy, which stresses
how an “entity’s needs are inseparable from
the environment, and that everything is
interconnected, including social, political,
and cultural contexts” (Borkan, 2017, p. 8). As
such, whatever figures appear in the outside –
social, political, and cultural – world are likely to
appear in therapy as well, not only as content,
but importantly, in the relationship between
the client and the therapist. Knowing this as a
therapist is important in that it constitutes “a
contextual force acting on the field, one that
doesn’t necessarily arise from the phenomenal
sphere but from the relational one” (Chidiac &
Dunham-Vaughan, 2020, p. 7). As articulated
by Phil Joyce & Charlotte Sills (2014),

"We do not talk much about power in gestalt
therapy. After all, why do we need to? We have a
horizontal ethic about the therapy relationship.
We eschew an authoritarian, expert stance. We
embrace dialogue, inclusion, and the wondrous
immediacy of here-now contacting" (p. 148).

"In the ground of both client and counsellor
is their unique history of race, nationality and
culture. All these are potentially influential, as
are the dominant race, nationality and culture
of the society in which the counselling is taking
place. The historical relationship between the
‘tribe’ of the counsellor and that of the client
forms part of their relational field both in and
out of awareness, as do all the current tensions
and integrations that are happening moment by
moment in society." (p. 274)

Despite the best intentions of the therapist,
however, “power imbalances arising out of
social roles and categorizations” also show
up in the therapy space (Johnson 2014, p.
214). This is simply because dialogue “is never
solely a process between just two human
beings, regardless of how intimate,” rather, it

While it is quite certain that power imbalances
will show up in therapy, the way in which they
show up is varied and multifarious. Johnson
(2014) discusses how power and privilege
are embodied and communicated through a
number of non-verbal cues that while often
subtle and unconscious, make a marked impact
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on a person who belongs to a less valued
social identity. In regards to gender imbalance,
Johnson provides the following examples:
"A male therapist may begin a session by
leaning back in his chair in a relatively relaxed
posture, while a female client may maintain a
more formal, composed posture until receiving
the signal that a more casual posture is
acceptable. That same therapist may touch his
female client casually on the arm in the course
of ushering her into the consulting room, but the
client probably does not feel the same license
to touch the therapist, even casually." (p. 217)
Dominant group therapists might also mobilize
ethnocentric language, examples, and
therapeutic interventions that pre-suppose
that the client belongs to the same social and
cultural world as them. By engaging in this way,
no matter how unintentionally, the therapist
fails to meet the client with respect to their
subjective experience and unique standpoint,
promoting instead a harmful type of confluence
(Johnson 2015; Billies 2005). In response, the
client may feel unrecognized and invalidated,
leading them to censor what they share with the
therapist to prevent subsequent injury (Jacobs
2014).
Of course not all therapists belong to dominant
groups. Unfortunately, there has been limited
research undertaken or writing published by
gestalt therapists from marginalized groups on
how they experience and negotiate the power
imbalances that might arise in their office.
Joyce & Sills (2014) advise that “the counsellor
from an oppressed group may need to be
quite robust in receiving the projections of his

clients – whatever their culture or ethnicity –
and be prepared to offer a dialogic relationship
while the client works through their prejudices
or idealization, either of which may make him
feel quite invisible” (p. 277). As a person of
colour myself, I would benefit from the authors
providing a bit more guidance as how to
acquire this “robustness” with which to remain
in dialogical relationship with discriminatory
clients.

WORKING WITH MARGINALISED PEOPLE
USING GESTALT THERAPY
There are two distinct approaches within gestalt
therapy which I believe have the capacity to
be especially useful in supporting people who
experience social oppression: the therapist’s
use of self, and the I-Thou relationship.
The therapist’s use of self refers to the inclusion
of his/her experience in therapy. As Joyce &
Sills (2014) discuss, “The most important of
the therapist’s tools is herself – her responses
to the client and her own awareness in the
here and now” (p. 36). Unlike other therapy
approaches where the therapist is a neutral
figure or a blank canvas upon which the client
may project his/her conflicts, the gestalt
therapist is first and foremost a human being
who invites the client into human contact. This
stance lends itself well to anti-oppressive work.
Contrary to most approaches to multicultural
or diversity training which focus on how to
understand the client’s cultural background
and beliefs, gestalt therapy is uniquely
positioned to bring awareness to the therapist’s
“being-in-the-world” and how this impacts the
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client (Plummer 1997; Jacobs 2016). Deborah
Plummer (1997) advocates for a bidirectional
model in which both the client and the therapist
are seen as a “person-of-culture” (p. 191). She
argues that practitioners must examine the
“particular beliefs, stereotypes, messages, and
influences about culture (his/her/their own and
others) that have been assimilated since birth”
(p. 193).
Jacobs (2016), while also encouraging
therapists to develop awareness of their social
location, emphasizes the role of power in
defining different social locations. She argues
that social location is important in that it
“influences greatly how we behave, how we are
treated, and what the trajectory of our lives will
be, in part governed by inclusion or exclusion
relative to our access to the supports and
resources of our society” (p. 149). Particularly,
she is concerned with white therapists, like
herself, who “are least likely to understand
their participation in power imbalances that
constrain dialogue” (p. 149). Jacobs’ article is a
powerful invitation to white therapists to learn
how “the resources, privileges, and cultural
enactments we took for granted [are] actually
also lessons in being white” (p. 152). Exploring
the history of racial injustice in the United
States, Jacobs argues that the ease of belonging
which accompanies a white identity, and
which is foreclosed to many people of colour,
carries with it “bodily implications” – which, as
discussed above, show up in the therapy office.
Always present in the field, then, is the historical
and contemporary relationship between the
therapist’s identity groups and those of the
client (Joyce & Sills 2014). The therapist’s

ability to be aware of him/herself as a “historicsocially located” human being (no matter
their social location) is an important aspect of
self-inclusion that can be exercised to meet the
client in a way that includes the wider relational
field, thus better supporting their experience in
it.
The second and related aspect of gestalt
therapy that is useful in supporting marginalized
clients is the I-Thou relationship, a central
tenet of the gestalt approach. This relationship,
rooted in the philosophy of Martin Buber, is a
form of dialogical relating. It describes,
"an attitude of genuinely feeling/sensing/
experiencing the other person as a person (not
an object or part-object), and a willingness to
deeply ‘hear’ the other person’s experience
without prejudgement. Furthermore, it is the
willingness to ‘hear’ what is not being spoken,
and to ‘see’ what is not visible." (Hycner &
Jacobs in Joyce & Sills 2014: 45)
The I-Thou relationship is in opposition to
the I-it relationship in which one person is the
subject, and the other an object. I believe that it
is this subject-object relationship that defines
the psychic character of oppressive relations.
The ability for a client who has experienced
this oppressive relational system to enter into
a dialogical relationship that honors them as a
person can be a significant source of healing.
Jacobs (2016) argues, however, that the I-Thou
relationship, as it currently stands, is not
sufficient in meeting racialized clients. Instead,
she asserts that white therapists must develop
a “double-consciousness” which subtly but
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importantly transforms the gestalt dialogue into
one that is “always occurring between people
who are raced, who are placed in specific
locations regarding power, privilege, and
oppression” (p. 147). As memorably described
by W.E.B Dubois, double-consciousness refers
to this “sense of always looking at one’s self
through the eyes of the other, of measuring
one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in
amused contempt and pity” (in Jacobs, 2016, p.
151). Double-consciousness, then, is a function
of oppression whereby one’s experience of self
is split between subject (how I see myself) and
object (how you see me) – which can be also
understood as a function of projection and
introjection. What Jacobs is proposing is that for
authentic dialogue to obtain, the white therapist
must,
"Be aware of yourself for how you are being
seen, not as an individual, but as a white
person. Keeping a double-consciousness
close to awareness when working as a therapist
refines dialogue. It adds more depth, honesty,
and complexity to what it means to sit with
someone. One is now engaged in dialogue as a
white therapist, not as a raceless therapist." (p.
160)
The therapy space, then, has the potential
to be healing not only for the marginalized
client, but also the dominant culture therapist
who enters the dialogue from a place of
humility, vulnerability, and the potential to be
transformed. As such, the I-Thou relationship
that emerges from this relational field might
offer both client and therapist a more
authentic, anti-oppressive, and potentially
healing encounter.

Again, for therapists from marginalized
backgrounds, there is little work published
that addresses their use of self and dialogical
relating in the therapy context. This being said,
my sense is that in working with marginalized
clients, a therapist from an oppressed
group must still do the work of ensuring
that she is also not assuming a posture of
premature confluence with her client based
on the assumption that “we both experience
oppression and therefore I understand
you". While there indeed may be some
understanding, this should not cancel out our
ability to view the client as a distinct human
being with distinct experiences. Moreover,
some attention should be given to the historical
relationship between different oppressed
identities, and how this social context enters
the relational field. Plummer (1997) provides a
preliminary approach to how this might look in
her description of her work with a South Asian
American client:
"When I meet this client, I am aware of the
myriad of images and ideas that run through
my mind. I hold these images and ideas as
ground and choose to use them as a data pool
for clarification questions in the session…I am
further aware that this client must relate to me
as an African American woman and that she sits
with her own set of beliefs about who I am and
what I am about." (p. 202)
While Plummer’s process fails to engage with
power relations and their antecedents, her
awareness and inclusion of self as a racialized
being, sets the stage to include the client’s
experiences of her own racialization. Selfawareness and inclusion of one’s self are thus
important no matter one’s social location
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in order to provide the conditions for true
dialogical contact.

BETTER UNDERSTANDING, BETTER
SUPPORT
Bringing awareness to how we as therapists are
implicated in societal power relations equips
us with a more effective use of self, as well as a
greater appreciation for what our clients might
be experiencing. When we fail to recognize the
real effects of social oppression on people’s
lives, a client who makes connections between
their personal distress and social oppression
may be seen as “rationalizing, making excuses,
projecting personal inadequacy, or evading
responsibility” (Enns 1987, p. 94). As Carolyn
Enns (1987) argues, with reference to gender
oppression,
"Changing [a client’s] personal responses,
as advocated by gestalt therapists, creates
a shift in many environmental reactions. Yet
there are many things over which women
have little control, no matter how aware and
responsible they become (Mander & Rush,
1974). The gestalt focus on taking responsibility
for personal conduct may increase women’s
feelings of self-blame, guilt, and inadequacy,
minimizing the toxicity of oppressive social
conditions." (p. 94)
How might therapy look if environmental effects
on the client are to encompass not only their
familial experiences, but also the experiences
that arise from social identity? While some
gestalt therapists may already take this into
account, it appears there is still much work to
be done in integrating this social lens more fully

into our practice. Jacobs (2016), for example,
describes the shock of white people in realizing
that many people of colour think about, and
have conversations about, race everyday.
This lack of knowledge can reduce the trust
marginalized clients have in dominant group
therapists. Indeed, a couple of recent news
articles have identified a scarcity of Canadian
psychotherapists who can adequately engage
with stressors faced by racialized people –
such as microaggressions, internalized racism,
cultural stigma around mental illness, and
the intergenerational trauma of colonialism
– resulting in many racialized people seeking
therapists from their own backgrounds in
order that their social suffering might be better
understood (Patel 2018; Donato 2019).
What is interesting to me is how people
creatively adjust not only in relation to their
families but also in response to their social
treatment. How might these two layers
interact with one another? And how might our
appreciation of this interaction better equip
us as therapists? For example, how might
we understand a client with a narcissistic
parent better, if we also understand her social
positionality as a racialized woman? If we
understand narcissism as a relational system in
which the narcissist asserts their subjecthood
by demanding objecthood in the other (Shaw
2014), we might see our client’s sense of
objectification as exacerbated by her social role
as a racialized woman. This might then enhance
our appreciation of her creative adjustments
as being responsive not only to her parental
situation but her social situation as well, leading
us, perhaps, to different types of interventions.
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The inverse may also be true as exemplified
by gestalt therapist and coach, Mark Fairfield.
In a 2018 episode of the Healing Justice
Podcast, Fairfield shares how he was ruthlessly
bullied as a child due to his queerness. As he
describes, “I think bullying is a euphemism.
I was physically assaulted, I was sexually
assaulted, I was intimidated and I was abused
on a daily basis for 6 years.” He also shares,
however, that the subject-erasure that came
with this abuse was attenuated by the loving
and accepting nature of his Sicilian family. As
he recounts, “My resilience and my capacity
to survive and endure the violence and
assaults to my self-esteem really came from
this unquestioning recall and access to the
unambiguous, clear, loud signals of love and
acceptance that I had access to, that were
my birthright.” And so in this case, in contrast
to the previous one, Fairfield’s experience of
support and meaningful contact in his familial
environment allowed him to maintain a sense of
worthiness in the face of the social abuse that
he underwent because of his sexual identity.

than ‘disease’” (p. 23). In contrast to other
approaches to therapy, he claims that gestalt
therapy, from its very inception, has been valueladen:
"At its onset, gestalt’s ecological and relational
theories of self and change radicalized
psychology, leading to the formulation of a new
orientation to psychotherapy. I believe gestalt
practitioners have been using therapeutic
activities as a vehicle for spreading these radical
attitudes and inspiring their clients to embrace
their wider implications for society. And I believe
practitioners have engaged in this kind of
culture spreading even if they have not always
been aware of doing it." (p. 23)

Today, under the pressures of dominant
medical discourse and professionalism, these
values have gone underground as clinicians
attempt to espouse a demeanor of neutrality
with their patients. For Fairfield, this supposed
neutrality simply masks the values of the
dominant mental health industry, which
emphasizes self-reliance and individualism
AN ETHIC TOWARDS SOCIAL JUSTICE
at the cost of interdependence, relationality,
and community. Fairfield argues that
If we are aware that the suffering of our clients
psychotherapy is “a powerful communication
derives from both familial and social factors,
channel for social and political values” and
and if our commitment is towards supporting
encourages therapists to “ ‘come out’ as
is a gestalt
our clients, then do we also have a commitment
proponents of a particular value system” in
psychotherapy trainee, gardener and writer,
towards addressing these social factors? And if
order to address social factors that cause
living in London. The above chapters are
so, what can we do?
distress and suffering among our clients (p. 28).
from his new blog: www.fromlupinsworld.
What might it mean, for example, for clinicians
wixsite.com/shameofthefox which is a semiFairfield (2013) argues that it “it is absurd to
in this moment to “come out” explicitly as
autobiographical exploration of shame, sex
try to take up a politically neutral position in
anti-racist? How might that shape the field and
positivity and psychotherapy.
any context, but particularly where there is a
determine what is possible between the client
clear objective to restore ‘health’, a condition
and the therapist?
EMAIL: fromlupinsworld@gmail.com
presumed to be better (literally, of higher value)

Philip Norbury
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Marie-Anne Chidiac & Sally Denham-Vaughan
(2020) discuss the concept of “Ethical
Presence” as it applies to gestalt practitioners.
They critique the assumption in gestalt theory
that awareness of phenomenology, dialogue,
and field theory are the only ingredients for the
emergence of “a gestalt with good form” (p. 8).
They argue that “what is ‘good form’ and healthy
for me may not be for others or the wider field
and while it is generally not the practitioner’s
responsibility to judge the action taken we argue
that the concept of Ethical Presence reminds us
that it is our responsibility to raise awareness of
possible impacts” (p. 8). Awareness of possible
impacts, for Chidiac & Denham-Vaughan,
consists in maintaining an appreciation for how
“both implicit and explicit power structures
(including aspects of privilege, trauma and
effacement) organize a field” (p. 9). As such,
to maintain a state of Ethical Presence as a
gestalt practitioner, one is obliged to be aware
of how power relations moderate the field, while
holding in dialectic tension one’s own needs,
one’s impact on the other, and one’s impact on
the wider situation.

removing others from the situation or, if we
are seeing the violent person, suggesting they
remove themselves? Similarly, in the current
climate emergency - if we judge it that way
- when and how do we begin to suggest that
carrying on with “business as usual” is an act of
direct harm perpetuated against the planet and
other life forms." (p. 9)

What both Fairfield and Chidiac & DenhamVaughan are alluding to, in my reading, is the
inseparability between self, other, and the wider
field. Distinctions between the individual, social,
and environmental tend to blur together when
we take seriously the interconnective impact of
all three relational fields. As Chidiac & DenhamVaughan discuss:

As gestalt therapists (and students), we can
begin by bringing some awareness to ourselves.
This process, I believe, is most productively led
by curiosity and humility, rather than shame
or self-laceration. Who am I in this world? How
do others see me? What is the relationship –
historically and currently – between people like
me and people like you? How does this social
relationship enter our relational field?

"As we wrote this paper, we reflected again on
our domestic violence example: at what point
do we find ourselves as practitioners moved to
introduce possibilities of leaving the situation,

Anchoring our discussion back to our work
with marginalized people, if we accept – as has
been suggested above – that psychotherapy
and the work we do within it is a value-laden
practice, and if we accept the interconnectivity
between the individual, social/political, and
environmental, and, if we accept the suffering
that is endured by our clients as a result of
social injustice, then what are some things we
can do as gestalt therapists? While a thorough
answer to this question is beyond the scope of
this paper, I explore three entry points to action
as informed by some of the gestalt thinkers I
have discussed above.
1) Start with yourself

To aid in this process, Jacobs (2016)
recommends that white therapists do an
experiment in order to realize the centrality of
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whiteness in the world, as well as get a better
sense of how their racialized clients experience
their worlds. The experiment is simply to watch
the news from the perspective of a person of
colour. What feelings come up? What changes
for you? What do you notice? You might even
challenge yourself further in exploring whether
the recent images and videos of police violence
against racialized people feel different to you
if you were to imagine the victims as members
of your own racial group – people that look like
your family members and loved ones.
I believe this experiment can be done from
the perspective of a number of marginalized
groups – such as queer people, trans people,
people with disabilities – as a means of
sensitizing oneself to the struggles, as well as
the invisibility, of marginalized people and
perspectives. Additionally, while Jacobs’ focus
is on white therapists, this exercise can be done
by therapists of various groups in order to gain
some insight into the experiences of clients who
differ from them in terms of social power. For
example, a racialized therapist from a middle
class background could benefit from looking
at the world from the perspective of a white
person or another racialized person who comes
from a poor, working class background.
There are a number of excellent books and
articles by writers from marginalized groups
that can act as valuable resources for therapists
who work with clients who have experienced
social oppression. Doing “homework” on our
client can help us avoid situations in which we
react in anger, denial, or excessive ignorance
about what a client is sharing or what may be
happening in the relational space between us.
To reiterate, this is something that all therapists

should do, in my opinion, in order to enrich
their clinical work. I do not mean to suggest
that if a client who is different than me – say,
someone with a particular type of disability –
comes into my office, I must be an expert on
her experience in order to be a support to her.
I imagine that in many situations this type of
over-confluence is neither needed nor helpful.
Rather, I believe that having some awareness of
my able-bodied privilege, as well as some sense
of what it means to be a person with a disability
in our society, might allow us to deepen our
dialogue.
2) Expand your horizons
Plummer (1997) makes a case for learning
about others by cultural immersion. As she
discusses:
"Personal interviews (formal and informal)
with elders of the culture permit one to soak
up the richness of the culture and get a sense
of the essence of what it is like to be a member
of that culture in America. Choosing to engage
in participative behaviours such as living in a
culturally diverse neighborhood, working in a
culturally diverse setting, shopping and eating
out in culturally diverse environments are all
opportunities for personal and professional
growth. Noting what gets evoked and becomes
figural during these experiences is an important
aspect of gathering cultural information." (p.
199).
While I appreciate Plummer’s intention here,
I find myself cautious in expecting cultural
understanding to automatically emerge from
participation and proximity to culturally diverse
people and environments. There are many
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commercial establishments (e.g. restaurants
and shops) located in cultural enclaves like
Chinatown, for example, where it is possible to
frequent but learn very little about people from
Chinese backgrounds and their experiences.
Moreover, working or even studying in culturally
diverse settings does not mean that these
places are not dominated by mainstream
values that recognize certain experiences
and invisibilize others. For example, I had a
colleague recently say to me that she doesn’t
understand why we don’t ask her about her
experiences in her home country – questions
about herself and where she is from. I was
stunned, and immediately felt guilt and
responsibility. Why hadn’t I engaged with her in
this manner? On the other hand, there are many
people (like myself) who don’t enjoy such lines
of questioning. I don’t like it when people ask
me where I’m from because this assumes that
I am foreign or that I don’t belong, when in fact,
I was born in this country (Canada). How we
learn about each other and our differences is
thus a fraught affair. I cannot provide a formula
with which to move forward but I do believe that
self-aware, conscientious, and intentionally
anti-oppressive interpersonal relationships
across different social groups can work towards
healing some of the rifts between us.
3) Take Political Action
Jon Frew (2016) traces gestalt’s connections
to social justice and activism to its founding
members and influencers, including Fritz
and Laura Perls, and Kurt Lewin. All three,
he argues, developed a strong interest in
social justice as a result of the human rights
abuses they encountered with fascism
and authoritarianism. In addition, Paul

Goodman, who also played a central role in
the development of the gestalt approach,
was “a social critic, activist, and anarchist” (p.
111). Expressing a keen appreciation for both
psychological and social processes, Goodman
wrote in Little Prayers and Finite Experience,
that “just as there is psychotherapy which
addresses rigid and archaic disturbances
of creative adjustments in the individual, so
there is a therapy for abnormal and oppressive
social institutions: ‘it is politics’” (Wheeler in
Keenan 2011, p. 57). While social justice and
social change were very close to the heart of
gestalt in years past, the professionalization
of psychotherapy, as discussed previously,
has severed many of these foundational
ties between psychological support and
social change. As such, it is up to the current
generation of gestalt therapists to restore this
connection. At the same time, I believe it is also
up to the current generation to interrogate
aspects of gestalt therapy that passively and
actively uphold oppressive social relations.
In recognizing that immense psychological
distress results from everyday experiences of
oppression and marginalization, how effective
can we be as therapists – even therapists
who are attentive to social oppression – if our
interventions are limited to individual change
rather than social change? It is my belief that
anti-oppressive therapists can give their clients
immense support as well as healing through
true dialogic relationship. But is this enough? I
think this is an important question to ask. For
me, the answer is clear. What to do, on the other
hand, is another matter entirely and one that
I’m not sure I can answer on my own. As such, I
look forward to finding other like-minded gestalt
therapists who share an interest in combining
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psychotherapy and social justice activism
in service of a more integrated approach to
supporting others and living life in general.

contact, and collective change.

Our own engagement in social action may lead
to us promoting it as an agent of healing for
our clients as well. As Judith Herman (2015)
discusses, social activism can provide a
victimized individual with “a source of power
that draws upon her own initiative, energy,
and resourcefulness but that magnifies these
qualities far beyond her own capacities” (p.
207). In partaking in collective action, the client
understands her experience as a function of
something bigger than her, as she connects with
others with concern for not only “her personal
well-being but also for the health of the larger
society” (p. 209). As such, social justice action
can operate as a healing force in the life of
marginalized clients in addition to the healing
that can arise in psychotherapy.

Billies, M. (2005). Therapist confluence with
social systems of oppression and privilege.
International Gestalt Journal, 28(1), 71-92.

CONCLUSION
In this paper I have begun to work out some
of the ways in which oppression shows up
in the therapy office and what we, as gestalt
therapists, can do to support ourselves and
support our clients in a relational field marked
by racial trauma. Gestalt therapy’s emphasis on
the therapist’s awareness and use of self, and
the I-Thou relationship offer generative tools
with which to do this difficult and humbling
work. While the link between psychotherapy
and social justice has been a tenuous one at
best in recent decades, our current moment
demands that we take a stand in response to
the world around us. It is my hope that we will
use this time of self-interrogation and social
reckoning to re-envision a gestalt therapy that is
committed to an ethic of social justice, radical
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The New Phenomenology
by Friedhelm Matthies

ABSTRACT

The paper sheds light on the significance of New Phenomenology as distinct from
Husserl's approach of ideal consciousness and the scientific materialistic approach. It
outlines the perspectives of modern phenomenology, which particularly refer back to the
body-oriented phenomenology of Hermann Schmitz and Guido Rappe. Using
the concepts of subjectivity, situation and body orientation as examples, the paper
outlines developments in New Phenomenology, comparing them with prior
phenomenological concepts of gestalt therapy. From these perspectives, action-relevant
theoretical and practice-oriented references to the concepts of gestalt therapy are
described. Based on these perspectives, the author defines actionable theoretical and
practical connections to gestalt therapy concepts.
Keywords: New Phenomenology, subjectivity, subjective facts, situation, Leib (felt body)
modern phenomenology, gestalt therapy, regression-emancipation, concepts of action

MODERN BODY ORIENTED
PHENOMENOLOGY MEETS THE GESTALT
APPROACH
Phenomenology, founded by Edmund Husserl
(1859-1938), was one of the major philosophical
schools of the 20th century. Husserl challenged
the predominance of the scientific, objective
perspective as the only viable method of insight.
Against this scientific materialism, Husserl
proposes an idealism focused on consciousness.
His aspiration is to a radically unbiased insight

that is not mere opinion. Insights should be
methodically replicable and scientifically
objective. Husserl based his phenomenology on
descriptive psychology and Franz Brentano’s
(1838-1917) concept of the intentional character.
“Intentional” in this context means that all acts
of consciousness between subject and object
can be considered directed/intended, so that
consciousness is always a consciousness of or
towards something. The descriptive method and
intentional approach of phenomenology has

influenced humanistic therapy methods, including
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gestalt therapy.

toward a personality development in encounters

Over the past few years, the established

with the world. New phenomenology and its
broadening towards a modern, felt-body focused

phenomenological approaches of Husserl and

phenomenology had an impact on science,

Heidegger have been complemented by a kind

medicine, educational science, sociology,

of modern phenomenology that attaches special

psychiatry and psychotherapy. Making these new

significance, not only to the physical body (Körper)
but also the felt body (Leib). In particular, modern

phenomenological approaches accessible to
gestalt therapy seems only logical.

phenomenology stresses the distinction between
the felt body as “living or experiencing entity”

Over the past two decades, numerous

and the physical body as physiological entity
and focuses on the ways both interact with their
environment.

philosophers and practitioners have referred to
Hermann Schmitz’ New Phenomenology including
Gernot Böhme, Jens Soentgen,Tonino Griffero,
Michael Großheim, Steffen Kluck, Ute Gahlings,
Gudula Linck, Barbara Wolf, Hilge Landwehr and
others. They evolved New Phenomenology within
their respective fields, as did Schmitz himself and
Guido Rappe, who named his phenomenological
advancement “Modern Phenomenology”.

Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908-1961) broadened
the concept of the felt body, both borrowing from
and setting it off against Husserl and Heidegger.
For Merleau-Ponty, the felt body is the entity
that mediates between the spirit/mind and the
physical body. The felt body is, as it were, a “body
thing” that allows the spirit/mind to experience,
feel and sense the world.
Our felt-body perception not only allows us

The new, modern, felt-body oriented
phenomenological approaches allow for a more
differentiated perception of shared situations
and open new perspectives within therapy and

to experience ourselves but also the world
around us. In the 1960s, Hermann Schmitz
developed New Phenomenology as a third
phenomenological approach. Not only does

consultation. Though I will be referring repeatedly
to “New” and “Modern” Phenomenology, I will do
so in lowercase as I believe it necessary to remain
open to useful and newer phenomenological

Schmitz differentiate between the physical
body and the felt/feeling body, he also ascribes
to each of them separate, if multiple functions.
Schmitz’ focus is on the spontaneous state of
being affected as it is perceived by the felt body;
on felt-body communication in shared situations;
and on “man’s reflection on finding himself in his
environment” (Schmitz, H. 1990, p. 5, translated by
the author).

approaches and allow for a continuous evolution
of theories.

Lived experience starts with spontaneous
experiences that every human being engages
with in a state of immediate perception through
their felt body. This is followed by reflection
through (playful) identification and explication

PHENOMENOLOGY AS THEORETICAL BASIS
OF GESTALT THERAPY
The theoretical foundations of gestalt therapy
essentially refer to phenomenology. Husserl's
thoughts also had a strong influence on Laura
(Lore) Perls. Lore Perls writes: "The basic concepts
of gestalt therapy are more philosophical and
aesthetic than technical. Gestalt therapy is an
existential phenomenological method and as
such experience-based and experimental". (Perls,
L. 1985, p. 256. Among others, Gary Yontef (1993)
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says "Gestalt therapy is based on the philosophy

elaboration of a figure from out of the manifold

and method of phenomenology". Gestalt
therapy is therefore based on the primacy of the

background), people develop into flexible and
emancipated persons in contact with their

phenomenal. This means that the world of human
experience, as it presents itself to man, must be

environment. (The sense of the human being is to
find oneself in one's surroundings, (Schmitz, 1990

recognized as an immediately given reality and
taken seriously. The modern phenomenology as

p. 5.).

developed in recent years as already described

The New Phenomenology and its expansion into a

gives special importance to the body.

modern phenomenology are of great importance
in the scientific fields of medicine, pedagogy,

Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908-1961) develops
phenomenology further, whereby references and

sociology and psychology. Thus it only seems
to make sense to make the phenomenological

demarcations to Husserl and Heidegger appear.

approaches of psychotherapy accessible

In Merleau-Ponty's work, perception is at the
centre of his phenomenological work, alongside

and to supplement them with the newer
phenomenological perspectives.

the body. He wants to overcome the classical
dichotomies (e.g. subject and object or body and
soul). For Merleau-Ponty the felt body (Lieb) is the
mediator between mind and body. The flet body
(living body) is the mediator between body and
environment.

Of special importance for gestalt therapy are
also the new phenomenological perspectives
of sociologists, which besides the sociological
view of the world include both the body and
subjectivity. The sociologists Robert Gugutzer

The body moves as a mediator between the two
positions empiricism and intellectualism and takes
on a third dimension. Thus the body becomes a
sentient "body thing", a human place in the world.
In his physical sensation man experiences not only
himself, but at the same time the world. Schmitz'
approach gives more meaning to the body, to
subjectivity and the involuntary experiences of life
which man feels in his own body.
The initial situation of the New Phenomenology
is the discovery or rediscovery of the immediate,
involuntary life experience that every person
feels (as if coming from the outside meeting me)
with his or her own felt-body (Leib).The central
idea is the pre-personal felt bodily (leibliche)
communication with the environment as the basis
for human growth, personal emancipation and the
basic form of perception. Through this experience
of ‘affective affliction’ and the distance from
it through ‘explication’ (i.e. the selection and

and Christian Uzarewicz inparticular stand for
this, as well as Jürgen Hasse with his extensive
new phenomenological observation of landscape,
space and nature.The first book on new
phenomenological perspectives in connection
with psychotherapy was published in 1989 under
the title "Leib und Gefühl, Materialien zu einer
philosophischen Therapeutik". The editors are
gestalt Therapists Hermann Gausebeck and
Gerhard Risch, who 'discovered' the works
of Hermann Schmitz for gestalt therapy. This
approach to gestalt therapy practice was first
taken up and continued by gestalt therapist G.
Marx (2013), then by F. Matthies (see among
others Gestalt Therapy 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016)
and O. Zielke (2016). Gianni Francesetti (2019)
made New Phenomenology accessible for his work
by introducing the concept of atmosphere to his
gestalt therapy practice. Further references
to New Phenomenology can be found in works by
Hilarion Petzold and Frank Staemmler.
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PHENOMENOLOGY AND SCIENCE
The representatives of New Phenomenology
share Husserl’s critical stance towards the
sciences. Julmi writes: “In a society that
equates truth with objective facts, subjective
human experience as primary access to reality
becomes less and less relevant.” (Julmi/
Scherm, 2012, p. 1). The “pure self” as subjective
concept as proclaimed by the idealist approach
becomes a “thinking subject”, a subject
devoid of the possibility of being affected. The
subjective experience of the individual is thus
lost.

PURE CONSCIOUSNESS BRACKETING
(EPOCHÉ)
For Husserl, meaningfulness is attributed by
the individual, and thus is subjective. Pure
consciousness can only be established by
a suspension of subjectivity. Terms such as
bracketing (epoché) and intentionality stand
for an attempt to cleanse insight of subjective
idiosyncrasies, especially in those instances
where the insights have claims to be valid and
real. Thus, subjectivity becomes less significant.
This argument is countered by Rappe, who
said that no amount of objective facts can
ever appropriately substantiate a subjective
fact (Rappe, G., 2018, p. 130). According to
Rappe, Husserl’s focus on pure consciousness
disregards the body’s pathic capability and
the experience of reality. Husserl’s idealist,
transcendental subjectivity is then only a cover
for absolute objectivity and abstraction, the
complete opposite of phenomenal, corporeal
subjectivity (ibid, p. 91).

SUBJECTIVE FACTS AS FOUNDATION FOR
INSIGHTS
For a thorough understanding of a unique
individual, Husserl’s consciousness-focused
insight does not suffice in the gestalt
therapeutic context as gestalt therapy
focuses on grasping subjective facts. New
Phenomenology offers theoretical and practical
lines of access: in New Phenomenology,
subjective facts acquire new levels of meaning
and are equal to objective facts. Subjective
facts emerge when the subject is being affected.
They are experienced immediately and bodily
as an unseparated whole before the fact of
being affected becomes conscious and can be
differentiated. In contrast to objective facts,
subjective facts can only be stated by one
individual: the one who has been affected. This
principle is also suggestive of how we hold the
status of a fact within gestalt. Subjectivity is not
personal bigotry or narrow-mindedness but the
fact of being (bodily) affected. Objectivity lacks
this nuance of affecting.

ME ("MINE-NESS")
Unlike Husserl, Schmitz argues that in order
for something to enter consciousness, the
individual must first be subjectively affected.
Gernot Böhme defines the difference between
“old” and New Phenomenology based on
the concept of phenomenon: “For Husserl,
the phenomenon is that which is given in
consciousness. For Schmitz, the phenomenon is
given in bodily experience.”
Rappe sees this shift from (primarily) felt to
(primarily) conceptualized as a major shift in
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perspective (Rappe 2012, p. 117). Hermann
Schmitz contends that insights gained from
descriptivism are not sufficient for grasping our
world. Schmitz defines his scientific method
as epistemological explicationism that allows
for hermeneutic insights. Insights are gained
through explication from direct, subjectively felt
impressions of situations (the background). This
is preceded by a process of being affected and
becoming affected in an acute situation.

conscious”. He does not mention the unconscious
as located in the interior world. Rather, he locates
the non-conscious as inaccessible from the
here and now. New Phenomenology shares this
rejection of locating the unconscious in an interior
world. As the body philosopher and psychiatrist
Thomas Fuchs puts it: “The world is not located in
the mind. The subject is not located in the brain.
There are no thoughts in the brain.” (cf. Fuchs
2009/2).

SITUATIONAL CONCEPT VS. INTERIOR
WORLD CONCEPT

If thoughts are not in the mind, where are they? To
understand this, we need a new approach. “The
ontology triad of cause-effect-interdependence,

In Husserl’s idealist pure-consciousness concept,
personal reflexibility is described as interior world
or stream of consciousness (cf. Rappe 2018, p. 91).
The assumption that an interior world (soul) exists
has theoretical consequences. If an interior world
exists, there has to be a bridge between interior
and exterior worlds. This bridge could be created
via intentionality, stream of consciousness, the
acceptance of an “in between” or if the subject’s
interior world (the self) makes contact with an
object in the exterior world. Perls is not clear on the
existence of an interior world. He does not locate
consciousness in the interior world because doing
so would mean accepting a division of objective
and subjective (cf. F. Perls 1976, p. 217). Perls
states: “Once it is deified to Self with capital S,
it easily assumes the place of a part – and a
very special part at that – of the total organism.
Something approaching the old-fashioned soul
or the philosophical essence as the ‘cause’ of that
organism.” (F. Perls 1972, p. 5). This last definition
collides with the concept of a Self as quasi-existing
object with the function of ego, id, and personality
so often applied in gestalt therapy. Perls makes a
distinction between “conscious” and “non-

which is focused on the solid body, ignores the
involvement of the situation and instead
presupposes subject and object as two
substances between which a bridge must be
built by a visit of the subject with the object or
vice versa. Situations are the bedrock of human
experience. Situations elude the accurate
distribution from subject to object.” (Schmitz
1990, p. 75). A situation is internally diffuse and
outwardly defined. It fills space and time for
a specific period and has continuity through
its atmospheric character. For a limited time,
everything pertains to the situation. “I am in the
situation; the situation surrounds me: it is the
event in the process of which I am included here
and now” (Brüssermann 2017, p. 14). “I am in the
situation, which means that I am involved in the
event that is taking place” (Brüssermann 2017, p.
13). This includes more than individual perception
and sensitivity within a given situation because the
atmospheres and bodily communication make me
part and partaker of the situation. I am here now,
not a separate, observing partner, but part of
the situation and not alone by myself. This also
applies to the therapist, who is also a significant
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participant of the situation. We must not
exclude our own being-in-the-situation (our
“situatedness”) because we are part of the
situation (“situated”). Once I conceive of
myself within a situation and involve myself, I
am (in contact as) a part of the situation. (I am
“situated”). This supports the gestalt therapy
tenet that the person is to be viewed as a
“personal part” of the field. “As long as no one is
involved, an event does not constitute a
situation. A storm at sea only becomes
a situation if it rages around someone”
(Brüssermann 2017, p. 20/21).

This in turn means that feelings cannot be
located in isolation from a situation. Even if I do
search for emotions or thoughts in memories, I
will find them in the current situation. Only here
and now can they be present and perceptible.
The wind does not exist in and of itself but
emerges in certain situations. Likewise,
emotions aren’t there in and of themselves
but arise in certain situations. Consequently,
subjectivity is not located somewhere inside
the individual but becomes bodily perceptible
as subjective fact in a given situation. This
provides an answer to the question where
consciousness and non-conscious are if they

DISTINGUISHING THINGS FROM HALFTHINGS

have no place in the brain, as Perls claims.
They exist in the circumstances, programs,
and issues of the specific situation, and not
somewhere else external to the indivdual, nor
– as Husserl’s phenomenology has it – in the
interior world. There are indeed regions of the
brain as well as physiological and biological
functions and conditions that allow us to
feel emotions and have thoughts. There are
ample reasons for defining a connection.
Yet the physiological/physical and corporeal
connections can only be comprehended based
on probabilities. Therefore, they cannot be
described phenomenologically but merely
assumed. The point then is not to banish
scientific insights but to call on them for
explanation wherever that makes sense. If,
however, we look at a situation in therapy
through the physiological lense, we will miss
the comprehensive, subjective, corporeal
experience. All we see would be constellations
of select details consisting of assumptions
and coincidence. Even when we try to capture
pure consciousness, we only capture a
limited selection of the entirety of individual

The idea that an interior world exists is deeply
embedded in our general beliefs and our
societal norms. Schmitz criticizes the concept
of an interior world or metaphysical places
in the body where experiences are stored.
There are no body parts or organs for specific
thoughts or emotions. Schmitz resolves the
problem of where thoughts and emotions exist
by differentiating between things that have a
consistent place (like a table) and “halfthings” that are only present for a limited time
(such as feelings, thoughts, uttered sentences,
but also wind and sound). Asking where they
are when they are not present does not make
any sense. Likewise, it would make no sense to
search for hidden aggression in an individual,
to name just one example. Half-things occur
as situations, e.g. as stimuli that touch us in
some way or that we perceive as significant. As
situations are the natural entities of perception,
there can be no thoughts or emotions without
situations.
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experience. The limitation that results when
only a selection of experienced subjective tasks
is considered is a gateway for manipulation and
abstract explanation. It is therefore essential
that we view scientific insights and statistical
results not as truths but merely as forecasts
and possibilities The future is undetermined.
With regard to the concepts of interior world
and situation, we need to rethink the way
we attribute disorders or make pathological
diagnoses. Disorders and the way contact
habitually happens are not part of the interior
world but of the situation. Only in this context
can they be defined and, possibly, treated.
Among recent contributions in gestalt theory
advocating a similar idea (i.e. disorders
actualize in the field), Francesetti (2015, 5-19)
draws on Schmitz, Griffero, and Böhme.

SUBJECTIVE FACTS AND SITUATIONS
New Phenomenology replaces the model of
an interior world as the location of emotions,
the soul, and the unconscious with a holistic
situational model. Here, it is not the interior
world’s stream of consciousness that acts
as origin. Rather, subjective facts can be
explicated, made relative and interpreted
from the impression of an inwardly diffuse
situation. We see here the relation to the gestalt
psychological concept of figure-ground.
Subjectivity is not a characteristic of
subjects but the idiosyncrasy of the milieu
of an individual’s subjective circumstances,
programs and issues. It then follows that
subjective disruptions are no disruptions of
the individual's interior world but become
actualized by circumstances, programs, or

issues. Francesetti, too, argues that disruptions
are actualized situationally in the field: “Taking
the subject of psychopathology to be the
field instead of the individual opens up a
radically relational horizon, with significant
implications for both clinical praxis and
therapy” (Francesetti 2015, p. 5). Even though
Francesetti refers to New Phenomenology, he
does not differentiate between the subjective
facts of a situation and the objective facts
of a field. The situation is wherever we are as
we’re exposed to a perceptible impression.
The field is formed by the 'explication' of
situational details - i.e. the choosing of a figure
from the ground and this unfolding of this
figure in the present moment. Lewin stressed
the importance of situational perception
and situational evaluation by the individual.
However, he did not identify the situation
as a specific entity of experience, nor did he
differentiate between subjective and objective
facts.

THE ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SIDE OF BEING
AFFECTED
Statements about a subjective fact can only be
made by the person who has felt affected
in their own body. As Schmitz defines it,
(Schmitz 2012, p. 125) being affected happens
both passively – as a rush incurred on a person
– and actively as the person engages by either
accepting or rejecting. Schmitz identifies the
active side of being affected as disposition. The
experience or the feeling of being immediately
affected – i.e. full contact – may be preceded by
a moment of vagueness, uncertainty, or even
emptiness. During this moment of uncertainty,
the therapist supports the client by saying:
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“Take your time! Stay with it” or “allow it”. An
immediate, aware, and directed response from
the client would constitute a form of
distancing and interpretation. It would be a
way to relativize, a coping strategy. In therapy,
the therapist would then say that their client
won’t engage. Subjective facts (being affected)
are a prerequisite for awareness (that I exist)
and, therefore, for relative, conscious contact.
In order to have awareness of something,
we distance ourselves from being affected
and explain details taken from the overall
situation. (Schmitz writes “having awareness” to
distinguish this state from consciousness.) The
process of explication can also be described
as a conscious or relative contacting or
identification. By neutralizing or objectifying
the state of being affected, we can integrate
(assimilate) an experience and heal it into our
personal situation (personality).

THE FELT-BODY PHENOMENOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVE
While the concept of the felt body and its
distinction from the physical body has a long
tradition in German philosophy, classic gestalt
therapy does not usually make this distinction.
This may be due to the fact that there is no
English equivalent for the German “Leib” and
Perls generally used the term “organism”.
With the renewal and differentiation of
phenomenology, the concept of the “felt
body” was placed front and center. “Built on
Heidegger and developed in the second half of
the 20th century, felt-body phenomenology
renounces all metaphysical concepts of the
spirit and the soul as these cannot be described
clearly and in a phenomenologically accurate

way” (cf. Rappe 2018, p.13). Perls, too, calls for
the abandonment of metaphysical concepts
when he writes that any metaphysical and
meta-psychological speculation only fulfills the
needs from which it sprang (cf. Perls 1995, p.
120). Both Rappe and Schmitz view humans as
felt-body subjects and take a “middle path”, as
it were, between materialism and idealism by
trying to understand the individual based on life
as felt-body manifestation (cf. Rappe 2018, p.
5). This represents a new perspective that was
introduced foremost by Merleau-Ponty and
evolved by Schmitz. Modern phenomenology
distinguished between the physiological body
and the perceiving or felt body. Body and
felt body share a space and serve different
functions. According to Schmitz, the body
comprises the physiological realm. Position,
distances, and boundaries can be precisely
measured and identified via the sense of touch
and vision as well as through examination. The
felt body stands for the perception of one’s
own body, which is at the core of all perception.
The way my body feels tells me how I am at this
moment.
Not only New Phenomenology, but also gestalt
psychology distinguishes between physical
organism and phenomenal-body self
(Sternberger, 1995). The concepts of the feltbody subject on the one hand and the objective
body on the other represent two different
perspectives and scientific approaches (cf.
Rappe 2012, p.18). F. M. Staemmler
summarizes the gestalt therapy perspective as
he writes: “We consciously do not use the term
‘corporeality’ as we do not consider primarily
the physical human body that can be observed,
examined, and biometrically assessed from the
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outside. Rather, we are interested in the
experienced, felt body that is the subjective
center of every individual’s experience.”
(Staemmler 2009, p. 24). Rappe draws the
distinction along the lines of subjective and
objective, stating that the phenomenological
felt-body concept refers to the subjective
aspect of being human and therefore to the feltbody subject while the concept of the
physical body focuses on the objective aspects
of being human. What constitutes the felt body,
distinguishing it from the physical body, Rappe
continues, is the subjectivity that the physical
body lacks. It is what science used to term
the soul. Subjectivity according to Rappe is a
unique way of existing that is not identical with
the mere physical body (cf. Rappe 2012, pp. 1417). A felt body is a being and not a body or thing,
Rappe states (cf. Rappe 2018, p. 138). “Outside
of phenomenological research, the terms “Leib”
(felt body) and “Körper” (physical body) are still
used synonymously. We need to work against
this and make the radical distinction between
these two clearer with a respective terminology
(Rappe 2012, p. 19).
Scientists, including physicians, physiologists,
and neurobiologists, deal with the body as
object. They try to derive scientific, objective
insights. They need the body to be material
and measurable. A central concept of
phenomenology is that every
involuntary instance of being affected is felt
in the body. Being affected pertains to the felt
body. This is fundamentally different from the
conventional approach as it defines the felt
body as primary subject of experience – not
consciousness nor the physical body.

FELT-BODY COMMUNICATION, EMBODYPATHY AND EXTERNALISATION
The vital drive plays a key role in understanding
felt-body processes. The vital drive acts as a
continuous, interwoven felt-body dynamic
with the dimensions of tightening (tension)
and widening (swelling). The drive itself is
initially undirected and protopathic (diffuse,
frameless). It becomes vital and active through
its susceptibility to stimuli and its ability to
engage with these stimuli. In order to select, the
drive needs an epicritical, that is, a directional
(pointed) tendency. Partly contractive, partly
expansive, the drive dynamic causes an
antagonistically concurring rhythm of tightening
(e.g. in fright or surprise) or expansion (e.g.
in joy). It is easy to observe this dynamics
of tightening (contractive) and swelling
(expanding chest) in your own body, e.g.
during exhalation and inhalation. Susceptibility
to stimuli and engagement with stimuli is a
constant process of felt-body communication.
“Felt-body communication is the fundamental
mode or perception” (Schmitz 2005, p. 147).
“Normal perception is a priori the noticing of
what is going on and not the taking and then
cognitive processing in of sensations” (Schmitz
1999, p. 41). Felt-body communication is for
the most part pre-personal, i.e. not conscious.
Felt-body communication thus replaces signal
transmission of individual physical stimuli
between interior world and exterior world via
sensory organs. The felt body is not bound
by anatomical limits. It can transcend those
barriers, e.g. through the senses of smell and
hearing. In the interaction with others, the
reciprocal/antagonistic embody-pathy (co-felt
body) leads to the emergence of a shared,
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common felt body. Through felt-body
communication and the process of reciprocal
embody-pathy, duality can be overcome and
turned into the felt-body foundation of the
dialogic principle. The guiding symptom of
mutual embody-pathy is coaction without
response time. This can be observed in
equestrians and their horses, oarsmen,
dancers, etc. – wherever humans coact by
way of their felt-bodies and vital drives. The
embody-pathy is reciprocal.
An example for this is the change of perspective
beyond a person’s felt-body, e.g. when they
dodge to avoid an object or another person.
You can only swerve or dodge if you perceive
more than your eyes can see. You coact with
what you perceive and can thus act without
any response time. Embody-pathy happens
not only between humans, but also between
humans and animals, plants, images, or objects,
by way of suggestions of movement. Embodypathy therefore acquires a dimension beyond
the social one. Felt-body dynamic and felt-body
communication form the pre-personal “bottom
voice” of personal development (Schmitz).
Embody-pathy also occurs through so-called
bridge qualities, including motion suggestions
(gestures, rhythm, etc.) that evoke felt-body
impulses. Perception, then is not only signal
reception and processing, but a kind of coacting
of perceiving and perceived subject/object.
Therefore, we do not have experiences only as a
result of our needs, but also because something
happens to us.

UNINTENTIONAL STATE OF BEING
AFFECTED AS OPPOSED TO
INTENTIONALITY
While the organism concept in gestalt therapy
focuses on needs and intentionality, Schmitz
is more concerned with the state of being
affected unintentionally (the unpredictability
of something we have not prepared for) as
the origin of all life experiences as well as
with the vital drive that is not guided solely by
intentionality. For Schmitz, being
unintentionally affected and unpredictability
are opposites of intentionality. In this, New
Phenomenology differs from Husserl’s and
Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology. According to
Husserl, a key feature of consciousness is the
directionality from the subject to something
else. This concept assumes that there is a
distance between subject and object that
the subject has to cross by taking a direction.
Husserl thus ignores the difference between
coming upon and being immediately affected.
Coming upon or discovering not only means
coming upon individual circumstances but
encountering the unpredictable. At this point,
the future, that which is suddenly new, breaks
into the present. The individual must always
be ready for this to happen. They can engage
with the new without losing what is present;
they can respond flexibly and actively to that
which is known, but they may also – passively
– lose their composure. This also applies to the
exchange of perspectives between people. It
always is a continuous exchange of dominance
and adaptation. Its dialogue character lies in
the appropriate antagonistic switch between
both options. Dominance and adaptation play
a key role in everyday life as in therapeutic
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action. Dialogue does not mean that there are
no moments of dominance between therapist
and client. Felt-body communication (including
the exchange of perspective) and antagonist
embody-pathy change the model of individual
contact at its limits. In addition to embodypathy, there can also be externalization
(Ausleibung). For example, when you are on
a long car drive and suddenly realize that you
can't remember driving the past few miles.
One particular form of externalization is the
full surrendering to a sensual quality, e.g. when
you are immersed in a song or an activity,
intoxicated by a heady scent, in trance, or under
hypnosis. It is also possible to have solidary
embody-pathy with a group, e.g. in a choir, a
concert, or an emotional political or religious
gathering.

PERSONAL REGRESSION AND PERSONAL
EMANCIPATION
Along with felt-body communication, there
is a process of personal regression (as in a
sustained state of being affected) and personal
emancipation (as in distancing and
objectification). Evolving from these processes
is a sphere of the personal 'own' and of the
other in the form of a personal world and
personal situation (personality). In combination
with explication and implication as well as
the felt-body dynamic, personal regression
and personal emancipation form the basis
for personality development. The foundation
of being a person is not the soul, but the feltbody (not the physical body or brain). Without
personal emancipation, human beings would
remain beasts and not become persons;
without personal regression, human beings

would resemble computers.
Schmitz defines personal regression as
the state of being affected in the felt body
(subjective facts) on various levels – from the
feeling of having been addressed to an extreme
degree of being affected. When we are affected,
a primitive present emerges from an unfolded
present. In the primitive present, all experience
melts into something indistinct (undivided)
for just a moment. (This is what Friedlaender
defined as creative indifference.) Nothing is
separate and individual anymore or yet. It is an
indifferent, diffuse or chaotic, multiple whole
as in something unexpected and intensive
– a plunge into the primitive present. Each
morning when we wake up, we experience a
form of primitive present. We feel the primitive
present as something belonging to us but with
which we could not yet make differentiated
contact. For this reason, it is also described as
absolute contact (Matthies 2012, p.87). For an
instant, the contact is absolute (indifferent) for
not being directed yet. In order to be affected
towards the primitive present, we need
distancing and neutralization. Without them, we
would be stuck in the diffuse, affective state of
being affected or waking up.
Explication brings about an unfolding of the
primitive present in five moments:
a) from absolute subjectivity towards relative,
or neutral subjectivity.
b) from the absolute identity into the relative
identity of the detail.
c) from the absolute now in the dimension of
time and duration.
d) from the absolute place of narrowness (here)
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towards vastness and to related places.
e) from the diffuse imagination or emptiness to
reality.
For a moment the contact is absolute
(indifferent) because it is not yet directed. To
be influenced in the direction of the primitive
present, we need distance and neutralization.
Without these, we would be trapped in the
diffuse, affective state of being affected.
That is the start of personal emancipation.
The diffuse whole becomes separated,
neutralized, aligned with the personal world,
and connected to form new constellations for
future action. What allows us to do this is our
language (speaking in sentences) and, thus,
our reasoning. Reasoning is the individual’s
engagement with the separate parts of
perception and the re-assembly of the parts
into alternative constellations (projecting
something that is not yet from that which is).
Forming constellations is essential for the
development of a relational and flexible
identity, for understanding the world and being
able to navigate in it and exist in relation to it.
The field is made up of constellations.

PHENOMENOLOGICAL CONCEPTS FOR
GESTALT THERAPY PRACTICE
With its (re-)discovery of the felt-body, feltbody communication, feelings as atmospheres,
subjective facts, meaningful impressions,
and the inwardly diffuse significance of
situations, Schmitz’ New Phenomenology
offers an opportunity to renew Husserl’s
phenomenology and form a theoretical and
practical complement to Merleau-Ponty’s

approach that can be turned into concepts and
interventions.
The application of the presented new
phenomenological perspectives offers a
supplement to phenomenological diagnostics
and (gestalt) psychotherapy and promotes
reflection and finding one's way in one's
surroundings.
The Neo-phenomenological approach offers
an inclusion of pre-personal absolute contact
through the differentiation of felt body and
material body and the representation of the
vital drive and bodily communication.
The application of the presented new
phenomenological perspectives offers a
supplement to phenomenological diagnostics
and (gestalt) psychotherapy and promotes
reflection and finding oneself in one's
surroundings.
1. On the level of felt-body dynamics
• Distinguishing between physical body and felt
body
• Awareness of felt-body tightening and
expansion processes
• Integrating pre-personal felt-body
communication and antagonistic embodypathy as foundations of interpersonal dialogue
• Diagnosing disturbances in felt-body
dynamics and felt-body communication
2. On the personal level
• Appreciating the process of personal
regression through the state of being
immediately affected and personal
emancipation through explication and
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implication
• Awareness of potential disruptions and
obstructions
• Awareness of the chaotic manifoldness of a
situation and support for detailed explication
through language and expression
• Diagnosing disturbances in the individual way
of life
3. At the situational level
• Making therapeutic use of situations as shared
experiential spaces
• Awareness of the meaning of manifold
impressions in diffuse situations and their
differentiation into separate constellations of a
field
• Diagnosing shared situations as an origin of
disturbances
4. On the level of feelings/emotions and
atmospheres
• Awareness of atmospheres in situations – they
are emotions in space
• Emotions are not located in the interior world
but are perceived as felt-body (non-physical)
stirrings
• Diagnosing atmospheres and moods as
disturbance carriers and triggers
5. On the level of integration into the
personal/individual situation
• Integrating and distinguishing experiences into
the personal private (interior) world,
personal exterior world, and an ambivalent,
open grey area.
• Diagnosing contact, coping (contact)
strategies, and boundary forms in the personal
situation in relation to the shared concrete
and experienced situations and the social and

ecological environment.
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May 9, 2019
by Seán Gaffney

Today you are would have been 47, though for me… still
Still and forever 14, well
14 years and three months to the day a
Sharp breath, shocked stare and gone.
Dead and gone.
Forever.
Forever dead and gone.
Though also also
Always always in and with me as long as I live, and… your mother,
probably, and your Auntie Ger – there with us in the house in
Dublin when you were born…
Your big brother in your Granny Maura’s, so
Ger, me, the mobile midwives, your mother, your
Death assailed her, left her someone else somewhere else,
There (where?) still it seems and you there with her I’m sure, as
you are with me now on your would-have-been day as you will be
with me again in three months to the day,
Birth day death day, your days, our days and
All those in-between days, in Dublin first then Stockholm where
you died.
Sharp breath, shocked stare and gone.
Gone too our family quartet a violent
Amputation back to our early trio though unrecognised, not really
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Anymore an ”us”, an awkward and reluctant used to be, an
Out-of-practice trio going self-consciously through the motions of a dead quartet a
Dead and gone quartet and then a
Dead marriage confirming an already dead relationship.
And all those in-between days, those 33 years of your wouldhave-been-days a
Poem for you each birthday emerging as this one in all the
grieving for your absence
Yet again your absence, and my memories of you – and not
only the shocked stare the
Homework battles we had, the ”stolen” bicycles, the Sunday
walks to the pool,
You, me and your brother while your mother slept off her
nursing night-shift and
Now for the first time in a long, long time our
Family quartet together and named again on
This, your would have been day.
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The Pilgrim Reaper
By Seán Gaffney

Remembering a favourite line of mine from my youth about infections that were
Concordeing it around the globe and now the Concorde dead as the dodo and as
Airlines bankrupt slowly into dodohood or worse for us takeovers hospice mergers the
Blind not only leading the blind the dying giving the kiss of death to the dying our
Acquired faith in the economy tested to the limits of of its meaning and naturally
Found wanting so it’s maybe not the economy stoopid but the stoopid economy our
Secular chickens coming home to roost having lost not only their religion but worse
Freedom of thought a personal philosophy borrowed bought into or uniquely theirs so
Cures found plenteous with pills their producers and purveyors their market shares
Profits and dividends statistics in the graveyards of the dead our next and next and
Next generations so maybe lemmings we’ve become our quantity and impact more than
Even we can bear and more than the world we live in can tolerate without response so a
Virus emerges which can kill us and save us the dilemma of personal submission to
Mass suicide with each of us an anybody and a nobody two for the price of none the
Virus our pilgrim reaper walking to a Santiago to save our world first cleaning it of the
Poison of our presence and then perhaps of us ourselves and so a vacant freehold for
Passersby or some remnants of us who had understood a thing or two about life on
Earth our earth our home our place in the complex scheme of things I’ll never know so
Dead by age ailments or virus then no longer anyway here so happy that I still can care…

Note to the reader. Please feel free to punctuate and cadence each line of my intentional ambiguities in a way that gives you meaning, thus completing the poem as OUR work rather than
mine.
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Against Therapy:
A radical critique of therapy as an appropriate gestalt
response to current field conditions. And what comes
next...
by John Gillespie

trainings. And whilst I appreciate the kindness
and good intent with which I was consistently
met by my trainers, I was also lacking in support.

INTRODUCTION
This essay foregrounds my struggle with
therapy as an appropriate response to current
field conditions. It evolves, as my thinking
has evolved, from a piece of writing critiquing
dialogue - and as such the overlapping layers of
my thinking stack up on each other - I didn't quite
sight the end at the beginning of my journey and this may be apparent to the reader.
I draw particularly on current and wider trends in
writing about dialogue, particularly (Chidiac, M.,
and Denham-Vaughan, 2020) I want to suggest
that dialogical theory - or at least the way it was
taught to me - presumes too much by way of
personal coherence than I experience. I believe
self today - against the backdrop of untenable
affronts to social justice, and impending climate
catastrophe - is more murky, tenuous, shaky,
than the picture that I was offered by my gestalt

How does this bear on therapy?
I am critical of therapy to the extent that the
teaching of it in my opinion still fails to recognise
the 'situatedness' of therapy work. By this I
mean that we are taught a kind of 'generalised'
skill or practice expertise - that supposedly
anyone can take and work with - rather than
being taught to recognise, appreciate and work
from our own unique structures. I believe we
need an understanding of praxis that recognises
that the kind of clients that seek me out will
be different to those that will work with my
supervisor. Hence I lean towards a gestalt that
supports insights in relation to 'the (social)
position' that I find myself in.
This quickly generalises to an appreciation that
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where I am situated in a field radically affects
what support I am able to draw on in a variety of
relational contexts. If I am white, I am likely to be
able to draw on more or different supports than
if I am black. If I am straight and cis-gendered I
am likely to be able to draw on more or different
supports than if I am gay, or trans.
I argue that awareness of privilege and of the
differential access to the amount of support
required for 'personhood' constitutes a 'third
moment' in the evolution of gestalt practice. As
I follow through the consequences of this, they
take me to a place that radically destabilises the
therapy as practiced in abstraction (i.e. as if 'cut
off') from a socially unjust background. I arrive
at a more Goodman-esque position, where
I am called to unfreeze my energy of protest
towards socially unjust structures and systems.
I understand my failure to do this as collusion
with a status quo, that creates the phenomenon
of mental illness that as therapist I find myself
responding to.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE: IF YOU DON'T
MIND MY LANGUAGE 'A MIND FUCK'.
We are taught in therapeutic trainings to be with
an 'other'. Peter Philipson (2017) has written
of the relatively sophisticated level of selfawareness that equips a therapist to work with
the process of becoming in relationship with
another - 'who am I now in relationship with you?'
(I paraphrase).
The journey towards attaining this capacity is
not easy. I will illustrate with an example from my
training:

In my fourth year we had a guest trainer come in
to work with our capacities for spontaneity and
authenticity. An experiment involved working
with a fellow trainee who was acting as client,
with an invitation that we both 'exaggerate'
whatever came up. I perceived my client as
'needing' something from me. On a primitive
level need elicits fear in me and a desire to run
away. As a practising therapist I ordinarily freeze
this response. With the invitation from the
experiment, I got up from my seat and moved
away from the client. We ended with the client
running aroung the room after me. Then the
client paused, something happened for them at the very least they found their feet. I warrant
there was some learning that passed between
us.
It was necessary for me to unburden myself of
the constraints of a diadic therapy situation
in order for something of the real situation
between us to come to light. I content that
the therapy situation is too narrow - and
also now too bound in regulation - for much
that could possibly be passed between two
indivuals to occur. I understand arguments
for professionalism of therapy - at the same
time 'life' isn't a professional business, lest we
forget that living rather than therapy is the drive
towards connection and growth.
Then there are absurdities - to my gestalt
sensibility - born of the requirements of
accademic training whereby trainees are
required to use language and concepts that they
may not readily identify in their phenomenology
to describe their work. This was the case for me
with dialogical concepts. I was taught dialogical
relating as per the 'Joyce and Sills' textbook
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(2014), and I was expected to evidence that
I could apply concepts such as 'inclusion',
'confirmation', 'presence' etc.
My early experiences of being a therapist rooted in my own phenomenology - were of what
I would describe as being quite 'merged' with
my client; perhaps a confluent process. I could
not readily separate myself from my client. I did
not know where I was - and perhaps truly I was
nowhere! - whether feelings belonged to me or
to my client. My habitual adjustment through life
has been to hide. Related to this I have perfected
some ability to intuit what an 'other' experiences,
to the extent that I feel what they feel. I had not
over my lifetime allowed in sufficient support
to provide the ground for a sense of self as
separate to my client - able to respond to them
'as an other' and to hold their experience. In
the therapist's chair I felt out of my depth, and
consequently I froze, tightening my body.
'Inclusion' - as I came to perceive it - requires a
solid enough experience of self, and perhaps
a more tangible experience of a contact
boundary than was my norm. It seemed to me
that inclusion required enough of a sense of
self (or self/other) already present, such that
I can 'inclusively' put myself over on the other
side of a putative contact boundary. This was a
hard ask when I couldn't readily sense a contact
boundary.
A more seasoned and comfortable therapist in
such a situation might name their experience
of a confluent process, or name their own
tightness. I think my struggle was because I knew
that my fear was habitual. This was my story - it
wasn't about this client. Hence I was insecure.

The prospect of my sharing this was like my dirty
secret. It had the same sense of prohibition
as my later experience of running away from a
client did.
I managed to pass my essay by sharing
something of my real experience whilst at the
same time making sufficient reference to my
attempts to be inclusive etc. My trainers could
live with this compromise, I dare say because
they were aware of the situational compromise.
They urged me to do what I needed to do to get
my qualification. Implicit was that I would then
find my own way.
For me this is an indictment of the 'gestalt
therapy' training process, at least as practiced
in the UK and I imagine much of Europe. [The
US is perhaps a little different since there
gestalt training is generally completed at the
post accreditation point by people who have
chosen to specialise in gestalt]. It is not enough
for me to be told by trainers "address this in
your personal therapy". This is to perpetuate the
problem of therapy's lack of situational-social
awareness - and we easily get into the never
ending redux - therapy becomes the answer to
the ills of therapy.
This is the reason that via NGV I advocate for
something more akin to a training in gestalt
practice, and a widening of the domains
to which gestalt approaches are deemed
applicable and are professionally validated. I
am thinking along the lines of gestalt in schools,
business settings, conflict-resolution, HR...
the list could go on. The aim of New Gestalt
Voices is to champion an opening broadly in
this direction, whilst acknowledging that this will
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come with its own problems and drawbacks.

A RIF ON INEQUALITY, SOCIAL
INJUSTICE AND ENVIRONMENTAL UNSUSTAINABILITY.
Wow! I ask myself, how did we get here - to a
place, that supports, that tolerates so much
deadness! How did this become the stuff of
gestalt trainings!?
And the anger, and the narcissism it breeds. Our
lack of support to move forwards together.
Our cut-off from context - the fact we are living
on a sinking island.
I can only write this because I am white.
The stuff of nightmares!
I believe that we need to deconstruct - before
we re-construct. I believe the theoretial
grounding of this matters less than a imperative
that theory must shake under our feet. As
gestaltists we need to set out to shake theory!
Why? Because this is the way of the world for
those whose experience does not fit into our
theory. Gestalt is a field theory for only a minute
part of the human field.

under fire, but we must come out of hiding
because we need food. The impact is that we
tense, and strain against our tensing.
We begin to have delusions, that we are not of
this field - that our relationship to it is one of
dominion and control. My neighbours become a
threat. I need security of my personal livelihood
- I need my savings... I need my house... because
if I didn't have these I couldn't rely on my fellow
man to help me. Except for social security
perhaps, but this is humiliation. It is not my due.
This is the argument for basic income.
I have subjugated a race... technically my
ancestors did this, but this obfuscation doesn't
work because they taught me well how to do
it. I am doing it now. I don't like that I am doing
it. I don't like that an impact of my actions is
to contribute towards depleting the world's
resources, but I continue to do it because I am
afraid. How would you feel if you were part of a
subjugated race! Could you forgive? Could you
forgive me? Am I, and are my actions forgivable?
And again radically "I am black". I subjugate you
and I subjugate myself simultaneously.
Most of us 'get' this on some level - and yet
the power and privileges that elevate many of
us above the mean, occlude sight of what we
lose in cutting off from those we exploit. What
incentive have we to change?

Let's shake!
Perls et. al. (1951) begin with a unified field.
A field nonetheless where humankind exists
in a state of 'chronic emergency' - a state of
simultaneous alert, and deprivation. We are

If the conditions of chronic emergency are
characterised by alienation, inequality, racial
subjugation, and the excessive accumulation
of capital and resources by those with privilege,
I contend that much of what we do in therapy
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amounts to looking the other way.

consequence of the situational context - one that

I believe that much of the impetus for

continues to be defined by conditions of chronic
emergency. In other words I think the critique that

the 'relational movement' came from a
misunderstanding of original gestalt theory. It
arose from just such an instance of looking the
other way - focussing on the niceties of relating,
and chosing not to look so much at the conditions
of chronic emegency as exemplified in minority
and marginal experience, by poverty, and in

stands to be made is a cultural/contextual one,
rather than a critque of Perls et. al. per se. Perls
et. al. present a unified field theory, written at a
particular time. Everything is there, should you
choose to look - and it carries it own blinkers.

relationships of dominance and submission.

Arguably those championing the relational
movement also carried their own blinkers. To my

The focus of the relational movement is on the

mind, as indicated, relational theory functions as if
cut off from the background conditions of chronic

way in which original gestalt theory doesn't give
sufficent emphasis to the relationship between a
human, and another human (between persons).
I would reframe this and suggest that conditions
focussed on here are those that pertain to
relationship between "persons of privilege" and
"persons of privilege". In other words contact
minus of background.
Consequently, or correspondingly, the original
Perls et. al. text is found wanting to the extent
that it was seen to expemplify an over 'agentic'
perspective on contacting - focussing on the
self's capacity for aggression, or more crudely
for satisfying our needs within or 'against' an
environment. An opposing emphasis would
be on the self's capacity to yield (Frank, 2001),
to surrender (Denham-Vaughan, 2005), or
to respond (Parlett 2015) to disequilibrium
originating from an environment that includes
other people. This original perceived inbalance has
been made good by subsequent writers.
The problem as I see it is that the source of
inbalance is often found within the original Perls
et al. text. I prefer a reading more in line with the
approach that Perls et. al. employ with regard to
previous psychonalytic theory. Instead of finding
deficit in the text (which after all offers a unifed
field theory) we see deficient readings instead as a

emergency which still pertain. And arguably it
imports an ontological position which dubiously
gestures towards a personal divinity or soul. A
consequence of the Buberian model I ague is
that it denudes gestalt practice of it's situational/
contextual, social justice oriented and angry voice.
It encourages premature confluence around an
'okay' position, whilst the extent of our fractures
(the existence of an 'in' and 'out' position) isn't
confronted.
As the ice sheets we are standing on melt away literally and metaphoricaly - we get to confront our
remaining separateness - the extent to which ego
prevails still, nowhere moreso I contend than in the
gestalt community.
Where I go from here is to offer a partial reclaiming, re-habilitating the original Perls et. al.
languaging around 'ego' and 'self' - such that we
are no longer inclined to demonise or de-sacrilise
self/ego (which is where I see the original impetus
to a relational model). Rather, what is at stake I
believe is that we find a way of re-sacrilising the
very conditions of chronic emergency, that make a
fully alive self devoid of suffering an impossibility.
Moreso perhaps than was explicated in the original
Perls et al. model (and as Michael Jackson first
said!) "We are the world".
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A SMIDGIN OF THEORY

functioning leading to “disturbed” personality

Subsuming 'dialogue' and the 'relational turn',

and id-functioning (Müller, 1995, p. 123). For
Spagunuolo Lobb who writes in this vein

the journey of the development of gestalt
theory, as I experience it, has three key

personality function and id functioning form

moments. These moments define attitudes, or

Lobb 2017 p. 28), and personality is destructured in contact as the ideas I have about

approaches to practice.

part of the ground for contacting (Spagnuolo

myself are restructured by actual experience.
I describe these moments or attitudes by
drawing on the Perls et. al. model of selffunctions, whilst also allowing that in the

Subsequent developments have gone on to
challenge this predominant focus on ego-

modern world this model is confusing and
deficient.

functioning. However I believe there is still an

These are defined in their simplest manner by
Bertram Müller:

people who had severe mental health. People

“
- what I need in the most basic, immediate
sense (id-function)
-

what I do or do not want (ego-function)
what I am or am not (personality-function)

imporant place for this perspective. I worked
until recently in a mental health setting with
were generally out of contact with each other
- and understandably afraid of a wider world
that had made them parriahs and outcasts.
Whilst the setting brought a lot of empathy
and compassion, the support for contact that
might have enabled people in time to develop
a stronger and more fluid sense of self was
unfortunately lacking. The background system
played a large part in this - our social security

- ”
(in Latner 1995, p123)
Müller's definition feels outdated, and partial
to me. It makes the concept of 'ego function'
agentic, and 'id function' sounds like it's about
what "I" need, rather than giving emphasis to
what is needed of me - or the possibility indeed
that I am not needed at all. But hold this thought
please.
The first moment is a stance articulated by
Isadore From (in Latner 1995 ): broadly that all
gestalt therapy comes back to working with the
ego-function - the capacity of the self to accept
or reject. From understood ego functioning as
related 'as a bridge' to the other self functions
described in Perls et. al. - personality and id
functioning. He talked about “lack” of ego

system in the UK gives people an incentive to
remain ill as a passport to support. The jump
for those wishing to 'recover' and transtion to
being economically active is too great. So there
is a tendency to hang on to diagnostic labels
and bio-chemical/psyciatric undestandings
of mental ill health. This is characterised by a
fixity of personality function - the labels - and
correspondingly a distorted perception of the
world persists (paranoia and hearing voices
being two examples of skewed id functioning).
There is a place - indeed a need - for a therapy
that focusses on 'ego' functioning.
The second moment began perhaps in the
seventies - and subsumes the relational turn.
It is exemplified by Joel Latner's critique of
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a Fromian ego-focussed approach. Latner

cautions that this position “if pursued in
abstraction from what is potentially emergent
between therapist and client will fail to
subjugate ego functioning to the possibilities
inherent in the emergent figure” (Latner 1995,
p. 71). These possibilities are what Robine
designates by Goodman’s phrase “the id of
the situation” (Robine, p. 225). Perls et. al.
define id functioning as “the given background
dissolving into its possibilities including organic
excitations and past unfinished situations
becoming aware, and the environment vaguely
perceived, and the inchoate feelings connecting
organism and environment” (ibid p. 156).
This emphasis on 'id' functioning supplies to the
therapy situation some of what was seen to be
missing from an overly agentic understanding of
'ego'. It allows for our capacity to fall back - yield
(Frank, 2001), 'welcome in' grace (DenhamVaughan, 2005). It also in my opinion provides
a better language (or lens) through which to
view structures of self that tend towards the
over-rigid, and simultaneously unbounded. In
the over-rigid, too much self-functioning goes
into preserving a boundary, in the 'unbounded'
self is diffused - is 'in the room', as it were. In
both these instances adequate therapeutic
attention must incorporate the background.
There is a third moment only now kicking off
that takes the concept of 'id' further and applies
it beyond the therapeutic setting to what I
would call the 'socio-cultural' moment - the
wider field we are in and in which the therapy is
taking place. It is this moment that appears to
be so energising and disconcerting to therapists
now as they perceive their practice against the

background of unprecedented environmental
instability and heightened awareness of the
outrages of social injustice. There are a growing
number of articles that take on the challenges
this poses to the gestalt therapist. Notable are
two by Steffi Bednarek in the British Gestalt
Journal (2018 & 2019).
I predict that this phase will define the
forthcoming era for gestalt, and I think the
consequences could be felt first and most
radically within gestalt - as against other
therapeutic modalities - because of our field
orientation, and the insights that are apparent
in our originating text.
I have been party to conversations that go
something like this... We know that therapy
only deals with the consequences of society's
problems. It picks up those who fall by the
wayside, and this is a useful, albeit insufficient,
role. Therefore we need also to be looking at
ways we can intervene "upstream".
This makes sense, insofar as it goes. The
problem with this position is that it overlooks
the impact that our working with the cohort that
we do and in the way that we do is having on the
shape of the whole field. The way we define the
problem into an 'upstream' and a 'downstream'
component, and our choice to work mostly
'downstream' with the fallout of society's
problems, contributes to a situation where the
causes of the problems are allowed to persist.
Indeed we support the very status quo, that we
also abhor.
What is happening I would argue, from a
perspective that our founder Paul Goodman
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would recognise, is that we are diverting
our energies away from a set of arenas and
challenges where we feel impotent, de-skilled
or not welcome. Instead 'neurotically' our
energies surface in those arenas where we can
make a small difference - or a big difference to
a small number of people. This is neurotic since
by colluding, we are also contributing to the
problem we purport to solve.
Another argument I hear is that therapists
are nonetheless contributing to a raising of
psychological awareness within society, which
cannot be bad. I don't deny this. And yet I believe
that looking to the future, a consequence of this
'raising of awareness' will be just the kind of reorganising of the therapy space proposed here,
alongside the gradual replacement of therapy
with something closer to a practice of gestalt
supported social activism.
I do not see my arguments as anti-therapy perse, and neither am I suggesting that indivdiual
therapists cease to provide therapeutic support
for those who have fallen by the wayside.
Change needs to, and I believe will, happen
gradually. What I am imagining is that therapeutic
interventions will come to focus increasingly on
what we might call the 'social determinants' of
mental ill health. I am not altogether satisfied
with this term, as it feels too oriented towards
a 'cause' and 'effect' aetiology, as opposed to a
new paradigm that might shake the ground under
which we as a society 'create' the category of
mental ill health.
Simultaneously as we campaign against and
work to undermine the causes and structural
factors that create wide-spread 'mental health'

- the symptoms and conditions will come
to be understood differently, and different
supports and responses will follow - community
organising, political activism, psycho-education
- to name a few possibilities. Gestalt and gestalt
training must turn it's attention to all of these
domains.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
Gestalt theory presents a unified field theory,
and yet the ramifications of this can, and
have been, occluded by overemphasis on
the process of adjustment at the organism/
environment level. The danger is that self
becomes identified with this unit - organism/
individual /person - however we name it.
And following from this, healthy functioning
becomes something that can be achieved in
abstraction from conditions of the wider field from this we get the practice of therapy in this
era still defined by Freudianism.
Counter to this, Perls et. al. say "it is impossible
for anybody to be extremely happy until we are
happy more generally" (ref). I believe that we as
gestaltists can learn from more explicitly transpersonal approaches that locate self more
directly to the functioning of the whole.
I remember a workshop I did with Michael
Clemmens in which we were invited to
experience our somatic connection with first
family, then community, then city, nation,
continent then globe, then solar system etc. As
we panned out, I was at first disenchanted that
I experienced none of the awareness of greater
unity that I imagined I should - prompted by
visions of green fields, vibrant community and a
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picture of the earth as seen from space. Instead
I became hyper aware of my habitual pain in my
gut, and was inclined to collapse into defeat.
Only then my mind was flooded by images
of war, of draughts, of long traffic tailbacks,
logjams, concrete intersections, waste, and
plastic clogging the oceans. My experience of
my body became the world, and I could relax at least I could find greater peace in recognising
the unity of my personal suffering with the
suffering of the earth.
This may seem mumbo-jumbo, or potentially
an avoidance of personal responsibility. Yet I
conceive such responses to me as a defence - a
defence on behalf of a therapy establishment,
to a real awareness of our connection with each
other, that in my view undermines much of what
I have been taught in my training.
The situation we face is radical and urgent. As
therapists (and moreso as white therapists)
we must balance the insights that we are a part
of the problem, as well as potentially having
much to offer to a changed global discourse.
This is difficult and energy consuming work. It
means letting go of our fixed grounds and shaky
supports - our privileges, and risking the kind of
new horizons and insights that we can only find
together.
This is my experience and perspective. I
welcome yours too.
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Decentering the subject
even more!
The need for a gestalt practice that engages
socio-cultural understanding

Kamila Bialy
Thank you, Malcolm1! Citizen practitioner, this is resonating in me very much so I
guess I’ve been....yeah.
My journey with gestalt therapy is no
more, no less about how to become, and
how to instruct others to become a citizen practitioner.
Instruct, or teach or model as others
have said. And yet in my pitch I will bring
some critical - or maybe additional
points from my sociological background
to gestalt psychotherapy theory, and to
this notion of citizen practitioner.

It is ongoing because even while we are
now discussing things and listening to the
pitches, people are responding to this
particular post I am going to refer to
which was an article by a postcolonial
journalist Umair Haque who writes to the
Guardian describing a big threat America
”under Trumpism” is facing ( ”Dead and
Free: The New American Dream”, Medium article on April, 19, 2020).
I have two fragments from this article and
then I will use this example to say more
about my contention.
So I start to quote:

So I will be reading and I hope you will be
able to understand my English. So... as I
said I would like again to use my sociological background to discuss gestalt theory
and practice and in doing so I will refer
to...let’s call it an empirical example
which is an ongoing exchange on the
AAGT List-serve.

1
This article is a transcription of a talk
Kamila gave to the Gestalt in the Hotseat Conference Part III on 25th April.

"Now all that strikes accord in a certain
kind of American, the American that has
been just as traumatised and wounded
as Trump, not by inadequate parenting in
this case but by a broken society. There
is the abandoned family upwards middle-class white, the declining working
class one and so on. They’ve been left
in a profoundly hostile and aggressive
world, one which feel perpetually frightening, unsafe; the world of American
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capitalism where the most predatory
and ruthless win everything and the weak
perish.“
And the quote of the second fragment:

even further. In so doing, the notion of
power, power-knowledge or order of
discourse needs to be included in our
theory.

"So Americans or at least many of them
learned of those bitter decades of hidden war, for ever war to internalise the
values of nations that conduct such
crusades from Chile to Iraq, a kind of
strange speed that rose in the Americans' hierarchy. Americans saw themselves as the world’s noblest most
heroic people, even as they were doing
terrible terrible things, or at least their
government was, and they were mostly
silent.“

For a critical theorist like Foucault for instance modes of experience, systems of
meaning and objects of knowledge are
determined by operations of power - in
this case media discourse. To put it more
radically, operations of power, govern
events and our subjective involvement in
them.

End of quote.
So somehow his article cannot easily be
read by us, gestalt therapists, through
what it says but through eyes that individualise sociological, cultural arguments
and see in the article mostly insults and
contempt.
And so an individual blame is being
discussed, numbers are provided as a
counterargument instead of a reflection
upon the power of certain ideas that
have been prevailing in the American
society per se.
As therapists we cannot ignore sociological and cultural phenomena especially
if we call ourselves a field centered approach. Gestalt theory, gestalt therapy
theory needs to de-centre, the subject,

Moreover we need to understand systems. The systems are highly unlikely to
evolve. Micro-systems like systems of
meanings and also macro-systems like
foreign policy for instance. Those systems handle the complexity of today’s
world by reducing it. As a consequence,
creative adjusting, as we gestalt therapists know it, is not so often the case;
there instead are banal, routine activities
as well as polarised opinions that are reproducing the status quo, and so bringing
the existential safety.
For these reasons I am deeply convinced
that as gestalt therapists we need to get
to know these critical theories in order to
be able to understand the world we and
our clients live in and to be able to act
critically upon this understanding.
We can start by applying phenomenological perspectives in a slightly different
way. Things are so obvious and familiar
that it is easy to overlook - this is what we
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learn as gestalt trainees. We show it to
our clients but do we show them that the
phenomenological surface is often bad
and destructive? Exclusive narrations,
micro-aggressions, rationalised racism,
banal nationalism (flags hanging on the

public buildings, anthems, etc.). It’s important to be aware of it, make people
aware of it as these routine activities
create and maintain the life world; for the
very same reasons though they may be
hard to transform and/or to reject.
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Kamila is a sociologist and a gestalt
therapist in one! When she works as a
therapist, her sociological eye is always
present, and often alert/activated/
activist-oriented. As a sociologist she
applies a relational field perspective.
Kamila lives in Lodz, Poland with her
cats and partner. She runs online sociological reading groups, and is active in
AAGT co-facilitating a social activism
special interest group.
Kamila.bialy@gmail.com
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Chapter 11
Can I have some bread? From
pterodactyls to gestalt
by Philip Norbury

At age sixteen I watched a tv series about
dinosaurs and was particularly moved by an
episode in which a male pterodactyl heroically
struggled to find a mate. Without food or rest
the animal pursued the females along the cliffs,
endeavouring to impress upon them its worth
as it fought off male competitors, until finally,
exhausted, it fell dead into the sea.
After my nightmare, this tragic creature returned
to my mind. I began to see myself in his lonely
struggle and the suffering he endured as he
attempted to prove himself. Unlike me however,
he was not ashamed of his needs; he did not fear
rejection. Driven by sexual desire, he preferred
to die than live an inauthentic existence.
I was not such a hero. My fear of stammering
was like prison bars that insulated me from
possibilities of growth. I stayed on the sidelines,
resentful, frustrated, rigid in my beliefs, all the
time nursing the fantasy that I would publish
a great book and all my suffering and struggle
would mean something. I had been waiting for

the world to give me what I deserved. But my
dream allowed me to see what I was doing to
myself, and with awareness, change began
to feel possible. I would take a leaf from the
pterodactylus antiquus and go search out a new
mating ground. I would go back to America. I
would finish my book. Most importantly though,
I would begin my own epic journey and start
training as a psychotherapist.
That spring I took my first step by signing up to a
three month counselling course. It promised a
basic introduction into the theory and practice
of five modalities: psychodynamic, cognitive
behavioural therapy, transactional analysis,
person-centred and gestalt. Apart from a
little on Freud, Jung and Frankl, I knew nothing
about therapy. CBT sounded like something
from a dystopian novel, and what the hell
was transactional analysis? An accountancy
manual? However, when the teacher placed a
number of objects around the room and asked
us to interact with them using our full range of
senses, I found myself instantly curious about
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the gestalt approach. I had no idea what this
had to do with therapy. After all, what could
our immediate experience tell us about our
problems whose causes lay far in the past?
And how could the mere act of noticing effect
change for the future? Yet I felt a strange
excitement permeate me. With a simple shift in
attitude, everything appeared novel; even the
most mundane items - the carpet and chairs shimmered with a multiplicity of meaning. The
other students strolled around the room like
cat burglars, cautious, skeptical. When I lifted
a felt mouse to my nose to smell it and rub it
over my face, I heard someone laugh. I turned
and looked at her. Her cheeks were red with
embarrassment. I didn’t know if it was her own
or meant for me. Usually I would have cared,
but right now, in this room, I had been given
permission to play in a deeply conscious and
sensual way and I was determined to make the
most of it.
Our teacher - a jolly, avuncular fellow with
a beard like santa claus - brought us back
together to share our experiences. I was
surprised by how many in the group didn’t get
it; they had felt confused, awkward and selfconscious knowing that people were watching
them. Others couldn’t get out of their heads.
A familiar smugness rose up in me - the little
school boy, quick to grasp the rules of the
game and distinguish himself and receive the
pat on the back. Perhaps there was even the
temptation to look down on the group - the old
need to feel superior. Yet these were feelings
that emerged now and no doubt in response
to being laughed at. They were not the whole
of me, for I had begun with a sincere desire to
step into the unknown and express myself. I had
sensed that this was a moment protected from
shame - and so it was a moment to which I must
give myself with abandon, allowing myself to be

seen, and through that seeing, be healed.
“In gestalt,” the teacher explained, “we begin
with the subjective experience of the client particularly what they are feeling in the here
and now. This is called phenomenology - the
client’s raw, direct experience of the world. That
includes not only thoughts and feelings, but
also bodily states. Rather than interpreting and
explaining, gestalt therapists prefer to explore
both the client’s and their own phenomenology
which they then share through the process of
dialogue. Gestalt therapy is not a goal oriented
therapy, and we might say the only goal of
gestalt is to raise awareness in the client. They
believe that only by accepting who and what we
are in each moment can real change occur.”
I listened with rapt attention, sensing deep
wisdom in his words. Yes, of course! Begin with
the experience. I shuffled forwards in my seat.
That is what is most real, most undeniable. This
approach felt fresh and intimate and honest
to me, implying a level of human to human
contact that I had long pined for. But it was his
last words - about change and acceptance that most intrigued me. My mind flashed back
to what the speech therapist had said several
years earlier about how I would need to accept
that my stammer was a part of me. I smiled,
remembering how much I had hated that idea;
how I had wanted to cut out that hideous fault.
I breathed deeply and began to connect with
the toll of my internal, life-long struggle. Such
heaviness and tiredness and the strain of a vast,
muscular scaffold ever threatening to topple.
What if it toppled? I wondered to myself. What
would happen?
In our next exercise the teacher got us to
partner up and to face each other and make
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the following statements: “I notice... I imagine...
I feel... I want...” I remember facing Chris and
trembling with the thrill of going into this shared
unknown. I felt confident and secure. I also
felt genuine compassion for him, sensing his
nervousness.
“I notice you digging your nails into fingers,” I
said. “Also, I notice you keep looking away from
me.” Blood came to my face, flutters to my
stomach. It was not easy to say these things.
My dad had fired descriptions at me my whole
life and they had always been loaded with
judgement. Once, moments before I was due to
perform in a piano festival, he yanked my hand
off my lap and glared at my fingernails. “They’re
dirty!” he hissed, his lips pressing into my ear.
Tiny flecks of saliva hit my skin. I felt his disgust.
Then, dragging me through the seated crowd
of spectators to the toilet, he took a scrubbing
brush from his pocket and furiously set to work,
desperate to erase this fault of mine.
“I imagine you’re nervous,” I continued,
reassuring myself that in this situation it
was okay to be direct, yet I was aware of his
vulnerability. I had power over him as he sat
there in the role of listener and I knew I had to
tread gently and with great compassion. “Maybe
you’re worried about doing this right. And…” I
hesitated and looked for the appropriate words,
“maybe you’re worried what I might think about
you.”

“I feel happy to be here with you, Chris,” I said.
“And I want you to know that I’m not expecting
anything from you. I’d just like to see you and for
you to see me.”
Something melted in his eyes, softened in his
throat. A quality of ripeness and malleability
spread through his body. He smiled warmly at
me. I smiled back, nodding with affirmation.
It seemed to me that we had entered a place
beyond image and judgement, where the
sharp edges of our beings began to dissolve.
We were not one, but rather, both immersed in
something - like toddlers, sploshing about in a
sun-warmed paddling pool. By the end of the
exercise I was exhilarated, nourished. I wanted
more.
To finish, the teacher spread his gestalt text
books over the floor, pointing out his favourites.
“I’m not a gestalt therapist,” he said, smiling
curiously, “but I do have a fondness for it.” As
I scribbled down the titles I wondered why he
had chosen to stay person-centred. After all, he
had delivered this introduction to gestalt with
genuine passion, and throughout the exercises
he had had a look in his eyes like a boy at a sweet
shop. For me, this fondness he spoke of had the
quality of a guilty nostalgia - something put away
as one grows up. On the way home I thought
about the general wariness and frustration felt
by the class towards this approach. I didn’t get
it. I had not found it too weird, too theoretical or
too challenging. Our teacher had told us that we
needed to find the right approach for us - the
right fit. That made sense. And I felt sure gestalt
was for me.

For someone who so often rushed their words, I
surprised myself how slowly and calmly I spoke.
I had a sense of arriving in the moment - like a
dandelion spore finally touching the ground after
a long, windy journey. Chris held my gaze a little
The moment I got home, I ordered a copy of
longer and I read a flicker of acknowledgement in “Gestalt Therapy Verbatim” by one of gestalt’s
his eyes. I was moved.
founders - Fritz Perls. In recent weeks I had been
reading “Man and His Symbols” by Carl Jung,
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supposedly his most accessible work, but I
had found it so arcane and analytical that in a
moment of frustration down at my allotment,
I threw it in the fire. I didn’t want to have to
learn tomes of ancient mythology in order to
be a therapist. Nor did I feel comfortable with
authority implicit in the role of interpreter.
I decided that my first gestalt book would
be “Gestalt Therapy Verbatim” by Perls.
The picture of two chairs on the front cover
piqued my interest. Yet I approached it with
mixed feelings having seen the famous and
controversial Gloria sessions in which a brave
young woman agrees to be filmed having
psychotherapy from three leading figures of
the psychotherapy world: Carl Rogers (person
centred), Albert Ellis (rational emotional
behaviour therapy) and Perls. Perls struck me
as rude and arrogant, lacking the humility of
a true healer. Rather than building trust and
showing compassion for Gloria’s vulnerability,
he confronts her with her phoniness in between
cool, drags on his cigarette.
However, I was immediately captivated by Perl’s
charismatic and colloquial style - the book,
after all, was made from transcribed notes
of his seminars at Esalen. In it he pushes for
authenticity, growth and childlike spontaneity,
expounding the philosophy of the obvious
and debunking all that “Freudian crap". His
diagnoses cut deep into existential bone, yet
I found him uncompromisingly optimistic,
demonstrating how through encounters with
one’s disowned parts, intrapsychic conflicts
can be brought to awareness for integration
and healing, and all that bound up energy be
liberated for creative use. His book spoke to me.
It offered insight into my issues and this gave
me hope.

For my friends and family, my turn to therapy
must have seemed a puzzling new adventure,
yet almost immediately I had the sense that I
was exactly where I needed to be and I began to
realise that my whole life had been building to
this. Gestalt was new to me, yet in looking back,
it was not difficult to dig up the little crumbs
and seeds - dropped and sown by being itself into my life, and see in them the messages that
finally I was ready to address.
“Yes, to be completely honest I find myself
losing respect for you,” Sophie said to me
in the first few weeks of our trip to Athens,
March 2011. She had taken me there on an all
expenses paid research trip. Having no job or
any real responsibilities I jumped at the chance
for another adventure and the opportunity to
“finish” my book - whatever that meant.
“You’re just bumming around,” she huffed.
“What are you actually doing with your life?”
Her comments stung me, especially since
Sophie had been too anxious to go by herself. I
felt like a rocket booster - that having launched
the spaceship into space - was now being
jettisoned. I resented her, and I felt ashamed
too because I knew she was right. Later that
year, in a rainy copse in Northamptonshire, I
would take my chainsaw examination and begin
a career in arboriculture and gardening, but for
the time being I would continue to bum around
Athens, enduring the blistering heat and the
disapproval of a girlfriend who no longer desired
me sexually and whose catchphrase had
become, “Get off me, it’s hot.”
Those three months were a very lonely time for
me. The only times I saw friends were at cafes or
smoke filled social centres with Sophie, where
I would sit quietly on the sidelines listening as
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she questioned her academic friends on their
politics, fluttering her eyelids until they agreed to
translate the surrounding conversations and offer
up any backstory that might be relevant for her
PhD. Actually her Greek had come on in leaps and
bounds and she would jump into situations with
the daring of a mountain goat on a rock face. I, on
the other hand, preferred to shrink into a corner - a
hounded cockroach.
I had tried to learn Greek, and I pushed myself
to speak it, but I found some of the sounds very
difficult - sounds that, just the thought of, made
my stomach squirm. My knowledge of English was
so good that I could almost always find another,
safer way of saying what I wanted, but when I
spoke Greek there was nowhere to hide. So here in
Athens I became a terrified little crab whose final
hiding place had been toppled by a bored, sadistic
child. The word “boró” (phonetic spelling) meaning
“can,” terrorised me above all others, since it
began so many useful and necessary sentences.
To my credit I did not shy away from saying it, and
in fact, often forced myself to, under threat of
self-flagellation. But each failure produced great
stress and tension in my body that took hours to
dissolve. Once, in a vintage clothes shop, I tried
to haggle for a pair of trainers and stammered so
badly that I had to run several streets away before
my composure returned. Like toxic spills, these
failures had to be escaped and denied; yet shame
lurked around every corner, draining my spirit.
In the oppressive heat of the Athenian summer
my days blurred into each other. They were
punctuated only by little routines that I made to
keep my spirit afloat: morning basketball, cold foot
baths and ice tea, chess with Ibrahim. The air was
dry and dirty and shimmered with malevolence. A
terrible tension grew inside me. I needed a storm,
a release. An ongoing sense of imminent danger
clung to me - and sometimes the streets did burn,
as anarchists and police exhanged tear gas and

molotovs, and fascists stabbed migrants from
the backs of motorbikes - but it was something
more internal that I feared, as if I might loose my
mind and be driven to murder. And all the time
I felt Sophie pushing me away. She told me that
she did love me, yet I did not feel loved, and in my
frailty believed it was my deficiency that was the
problem. I am not good enough. I must do more.
Strange then that amongst these tedious, yet
anxious days, came a life changing experience,
my first foray into relational psychotherapy. Of
my daily routines, one of the first was to go out
and buy bread and spanakopita from the bakery
at the end of the street. It was run by a father
and daughter who always smiled very warmly at
me - particularly the daughter, whose friendly,
pretty face made me tingle with desire. On my
way there I would psyche myself up to ask in the
correct but terror inducing way: “boró na écho
éna psomí?” (“Can I have some bread please?”)
But the moment I walked into the shop, into their
gaze, I would chicken out - stiffening in panic - and
the crude, cowardly phrase: “Éna psomi parakaló”
would splutter from my lips.
Once again I strode down Lomvardou street to
the bakery rehearsing the dreaded sentence,
convincing myself it was a matter of will: You can
do it Joe! I yelled to myself. There, on my own,
my words issued forth with power and beauty. I
just had to inculcate the feelings, the breath, the
intent, into my body. I knew it was important to be
confident so I opened the door wide and glided in.
The shop was empty, except for the Father, who
had bent down to arrange pastries beneath the
glass. Seeing me, he stood up and smiled.
I took a large breath of air, opened my mouth,
and began to speak. Usually when I stammered,
no sound came out at all. Unable to pass through
the lips, my breath would turn back in rigidifying
submission, the intended syllable turning my mouth
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to stone. Yet this time I heard myself stammering in
that classic “bu-bu-bu” way - synonymous with
the stutterer. It shocked me. Disgusted me. I saw
the baker’s eyes bulge with concern. They grew as
big as moons and I dared not see myself in them,
so I turned away - though I felt no agency in the
movement. It was as if some cruel puppeteer’s
hand had entered me and now moved me to
his will. Head down, eyes almost closed and
my head hot with blood, I did not see the baker
move around the counter and approach me. The
next thing I felt was his hand on my shoulder. His
touch gentle yet strong. Instantly it softened me,
allowed me to lift my head, to let myself be seen.
My panic drained away and I began to breath.
Back in the present I felt my agency return. I
understood that I had fallen into a bad place and
this man had helped me up. I knew that I was safe
here. So I looked into his eyes and the kindness
that brimmed there, and breathed, and with only
the tiniest trace of effort, I said, “boro na exo ena
psomi parakaló?” Can I have some bread please?

My grin - wide as the street - drew attention
and I felt people looking at me; confused and
bothered. I felt the need to conceal my coronal
glow, but I could not, for my smile had a life of its
own. Muscles long forgotten stretched to their
capacity; gleeful snorts from my nose and mouth
spat out my cynicism like poison from a wound;
while at the same time I felt a kind of massaging in
my stomach beginning to dissolve ancient walls
of tension. Was this healing?
My feet padded effortlessly over the marble
slabs. A stray cat sprang up a wall and stared
down at me. I blew him a kiss. For the first time I
had real hope for myself. Perhaps salvation was
not to be found by quixotic thrusts of will, nor in
training the mechanics of my mouth and lungs,
but in being seen - really seen - by another. After
all, there was nothing wrong with my speech
organs. On my own I spoke perfectly well. It was
only in relationship that they malfunctioned,
therefore, it made sense that only in relationship
could they be healed - or rather, I be healed.

It was the most beautiful thing I ever said.
Joy and relief surged through my body. I felt
exhilarated. I felt myself swimming in a divine sea
of love and creativity. Welcomed, accepted and
held, this was the very opposite of shame in which
I would withdraw from the world with a feeling of
self-loathing and the need to denigrate myself.
Here, secure, I shined forth as resplendent as the
sun, as worthy as a new born baby. My deepest
fears had not come true. I was not dispised, not
ridiculed, not rejected. My weakness had been
witnessed and repaid with kindness - and not by
the young, pretty daughter - but by the man, the
father. His hand had freed me from my lonely,
rigid terror and brought me back to humanity, to
a reality dripping with a sweetness and vibrancy
that I had dared not imagine. It was the single
greatest moment of my life.
I raced back to the apartment to tell Sophie.

A week later I was sitting at a cafe with some of
Sophie’s friends when the waiter came to take our
order. I asked for hot water and lemon, speaking
Greek and stammering a little. Immediately,
everybody round the table began laughing at
me. Even the waiter joined in. To top if off, Alex,
who up until this point had always been so lovely
to me, turned to me and said, “You sound like a
retard.” I couldn’t believe it.
But this time, instead of withdrawing into shame,
I stood my ground. I allowed my aggression to
come forth - to serve and protect me. “Echo éna
trávlisma!”(I have a stammer.) I said, loud and
unashamed, as if I were a teacher reprimanding
an entire class. I don’t know if my phrase was
correct, but suddenly a look of horror flashed
on Alex’s face. He said something in Greek
and the others stopped laughing. The waiter
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caught on, gave me a cooperative nod, and sped
away. If shame was present in this moment,
it was with Alex and the others, not with me.
In this atmosphere of contrition, I felt myself
empowered and entitled, like a newly appointed
pope hoisted up in the gestatorial chair.
Of course, at the time, I could not explain these
things that had happened to me - not with
theory or diagnostic labels. They were simply
something mysterious and wonderful, like falling
in love. But a door had been opened where
before there was only stone wall - and I had
glimpsed the garden beyond. Yet love can wither
(as it did with Sophie and I five years later). That
magical door did not stay open to me, and like
Perseus’ predecessors, I did not know my way
back through the labyrinth. So I returned to my
life, to my writing, my allotment, my unfulfilling
relationship; to my dark, underworld of shame;
to my inadequacies that I projected onto the
world with the righteousness of a holy inquisitor;
and to a deep longing for peace within myself.
Yet also with love, the memory of it - or at least
the possibility of it - remained, a seed, lying
dormant in my ground. Waiting. Just waiting for
the right conditions.
In the summer of 2016 I completed my
introductory training and, encouraged by
my tutor who felt it was a great match for
me - I applied to do a Masters in gestalt
psychotherapy. The conditions were finally right.
The seed began to open, breaking through its
shell and reaching up towards the blue infinite.

find my own way. From age six, piano offered
me a space to express my emotions and taught
me the inseparability of body and mind. Writing
- which I began seriously at fifteen - harnessed
my creativity like nothing else, allowing me to
dream and experiment and dare my potential
onto each page. My love of trees and flowers
and gardens, of camping and skinny-dipping
and mountains and drinking wine and making
love, all fostered in me a deep reverence for the
senses. And a chance encounter at a meditation
workshop in freshers’ week showed me the
power of present moment awareness and the
possibility of peace within myself.
However, also true to gestalt is the
acknowledgement that we are always making
meaning. Figures emerge and bloom and
recede back into the ground. Even on the level
of perception, Merleau-Ponty writes, we are
interpreting. As a story teller, I like this. It means
we are all creative beings. Also it means we have
great opportunities to influence our lives - and
reality itself! When people ask me “why gestalt?”
I tell them what happened to me all those years
ago in that bakery, during the unbearable heat
of that Athenian summer, because it is the
best story I can tell. Even now as I recall it, the
incident shines with meaning. It reminds me that
in the husk of even the deepest fear, is a seed of
great potential.
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Of course, there were many other seeds, and
I would be dishonoring gestalt’s holistic view
if I made out that this one historical moment
was the solitary cause of my entry into gestalt.
Growing up with a domineering father gave me
a strong distaste for authority and the need to
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Philip Norbury is a gestalt therapy trainee, gardener
and writer, training at Manchester Gestalt Centre.
The above chapter is from his new blog www.fromlupinsworld.wixsite.com/shameofthefox which is
a semi-autobiographical exploration of shame, sex
positivity and psychotherapy.
Email: fromlupinsworld@gmail.com
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The Ethical Burn for a Beginner
Researcher
by Annie Garrety

Currently there is a lot of enthusiasm and push

criticised for this in groups in gestalt training.

for more research in gestalt therapy and a rush
to share the fruits of efficacy studies. However
my own experience now prompts me to ask
the community a few questions. Have we as a
global community discussed and delineated
all the ethical considerations of research
of E-Therapy in light of gestalt theory and
methodology? Have these been communicated
effectively to new researchers wishing to join
the intention of validating of our field sensitive,
phenomenological, dialogical experiential
psychotherapy? Should independent research
be done? Should there be mandatory research
supervision? In what ways might my intention
in carrying out research effect the client’s
experience of therapy? As usual my questions
are leading me to more questions.

Going to supervision with Jan Roubal for the
first time I was filled with anticipation to have
an opportunity to work with this experienced
gestalt therapy researcher, writer and teacher
from the Czech Republic. We had met briefly
at the Chile Gestalt Research Conference
in 2019 where I was impressed by his gentle
lively energy and sincere clear tone. Later that
year I attended a workshop of his in Budapest
and again I was interested in the tone of his
work’s field orientation. I came to Jan looking
for supervision of my clinical work of a single
case research project comparing the efficacy
of online delivery with face to face delivery of
gestalt therapy.

From the moment I was introduced to research
by Madeleine Foggarty I was hooked. What
could be better fun than "structured curiosity"
for a nerd like me. It was as though my artist's
heart was reconnected to my intellectual head
with a place for sensitivity and analysis to play
interdependently with each other. However,
I fear in my own excitement, perhaps I do not
think enough about the other. I have been

Within minutes of my supervision session
the ground under me was shaken, rocked and
unstable.
Had I considered if perhaps this client’s
situation and challenges were suitable for this
research project of E-Therapy?
Ummmmm…..No, I had never thought of this. I
had screened her initially as a face to face client
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but I had not considered that I should screen
her again in light of certain limitations of on-line
counselling. I had been considering this topic for
some time as I was travelling and all my client
work was online. I hadn’t thought about the
clinical limitations of E-Therapy for the client.
I was simply curious about the comparative
efficacy of online delivery compared with face
to face.
What I had not considered was that we would
not be in the same sensorial field as we met
together and explored the effectiveness of
eight sessions. Though I would see her I would
not see what she saw and though I could hear
her I would not be hearing what she could hear.
Certainly I could not touch what she touched
nor smell what she could smell.
Had I considered the possibility of retraumatisation when doing deep work due
to the medium of cyber meeting? A medium
where presence is both real and not real; I’m
there for the client but I’m not there. No. No, I
had not thought of this but my recent studies
of attachment and trauma flashed in and
suddenly I felt a shock of my own ignorance. I
had never considered the message inherent in
the medium. The message that I’m here for you
but not really present in your time zone or your
physical zone. The possibility of unearthing an
old wound around this issue seemed more likely
than not with this particular client, her target
complaints and her field conditions.
Jan was also concerned about whether the
short duration of this research was appropriate
for this client. Had I considered that a fixed
contract of eight sessions and the dialogical

working alliance could repeat a known field
trauma for a client? Could developing trust
that ends prematurely be felt as abandonment
of the client just when trust had deepened?
Though this issue is not specific to research
with E-Therapy it is related to the shaping of
the research project in general. I thought that I
had done my ethical duty by simply contracting
and referring on. I had completed sixteen
case studies over the year to date and each of
these had the set eight sessions contracted at
the initial interview. The assessment of their
well-being, anxiety symptoms and depression
symptoms had given encouraging data for most
of these clients and I had patted myself on the
back and felt like I was contributing to the pool
of data that would support gestalt therapy
being recognised as evidence informed. I didn’t
really look back.
Was I seeing my participants as objects? A
resource of data for a grand mission? What was
the ethics of this? Somehow the proverbial cat
had been set amongst the naïve pigeons and I
began to look at my motivations for doing these
trials. In what ways could it be seen that I was
objectifying my client in terms of collectible
data over compassionate presence as I
spoke of her to my supervisor? My supervisor
suggested that my left brain and my right brain
were not always contacting each other as I
spoke of this case.
The history of my research life is short and
sweet for I am a beginner researcher. In our
final year of the Masters in Gestalt Therapy
Brisbane when we were offered the option
of participating in an efficacy study I jumped
at the chance. I’m excited by questions and
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then delighted by the questions that are
generated from these. Does gestalt therapy
work? What does it mean that it “works”? What
is the process of change? Is symptom relief a
best measure of efficacy? If it is therapy of the
situation what elements of the situation are we
going to measure? Research is fun because you
question and then question your questioning
and the existential tectonic plates shift and
murmur and support a deeply reflective
practice.
I believed that my 16 cases, alongside suitable
professional supervision, served as an efficient
internship. Was I using them to get valuable
experience without the setting up a business?
Well, ….yes. I also thought that offering my
services free of charge was a fair exchange
for their co-operation and contribution to the
study. I felt that I was serving my clients, the
field of gestalt therapy in Australia and even
globally. There was a feeling of elevation and
noble purpose. But secretly there was also this
naïve hope of a kind of vain glory in participating
in this endeavour. Was this technically using
the clients for my own purposes. Well,…um yes,
maybe, I hadn’t thought about it.
What I hadn’t done was sit down and think
through the ethics of doing research! There
were questions I could not have predicted and
considerations of the possibility to do harm
that have never crossed my mind. My way to the
possible hell of harming others was paved with
gold plated good intentions and my ignorance

was not tempered by the clearer sight of an
‘other’, a more experienced other.
Together Jan and I decided to change the
course of the research from a quantitative
study of the efficacy to a qualitative study of
the comparative experience as a response
to my ethical awakening. We agreed that the
research intention would have the least effect
if it were limited to a qualitative retrospective
questionnaire at the close of the contracted
eight sessions, rather than weekly quantitative
data relative to the clients goal.
Furthermore, I committed beyond the eight
sessions to continue to offer therapy to the
client at an affordable price.
The conclusion that I have come to so far is
that it is indeed an ethical matter itself that
these ethical considerations be digested and
acknowledged as studies of the efficacy of
gestalt therapy are shaped and undertaken
today. The ethical questions around E-Therapy
in particular may need further exploration. My
commitment to client care is now is to work
more collaboratively with other researchers and
with closer supervision even before beginning
new projects.
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Annie is very happy to be the research
chair on the GANZ Council and plans further research projects with supervision
from Jan Roubal (Czech Republic) and
Margherita Spagnuolo Lobb (Italy).
She is a psychotherapist and counsellor
in private practice at the Sunshine Coast
hinterland in Qld Australia. She has done
extensive training in Family Constellations, hypnotherapy and has completed
a Masters in gestalt therapy. She loves
her baby grand piano and prior to entering the profession of psychotherapy was
a specialist teacher of music for primary
school students.
Her interest in research began by
contributing to Madeleine Fogarty’s
single case times studies. She then
attended the Gestalt Research conference in 2019 in Santiago, Chile where she
spoke to the effectiveness of student
research alongside Madeleine. Following
the conference she spenttime traveling
in Europe and completed international
trainings in contemporary gestalt therapy and clinical issues with Margherita
Spagnuolo Lobb, Gianni Francesetti,
Jean-Marie Robine and Carmen Vázquez
Bandin.

garretya@gmail.com

Panic disorder: attack of fear or acute attack of solitude? Convergences
between affective neuroscience and phenomenological-Gestalt perspective
A new research paper by Gianni Francesetti, Antonio Alcaro, Michele Settanni
https://www.researchinpsychotherapy.org/index.php/rpsy/article/view/421/400
This paper takes on the consensus that panic attacks stem from an exaggerated fear response triggered by intense activation of the amygdala and related Fear brain network. It reviews findings from
Affective Neuroscience and clinical insights from a phenomenological-Gestalt perspective, and
proposes an alternative aetiology - that PD is mainly connected to the panic system, that is activated
in situations of separation from affective support and overexposure to the enviornment. In the views
of the authors, PD can be understood as an acute attack of solitude which is not adequately recognized by the patient due to the intervention of a dissociative component that makes it impossible to
integrate all neuro-physiological responses activated by the Panic/Separation brain system within a
coherent emotional feeling. The paper discusses further steps to test this hypothesis and the consequences for psychotherapeutic treatment
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Chem Sex As A Therapist
A personal journey towards finding
a compassionate professional ethics
by an anonymous contributor

“Chem sex” refers to drugs that particularly gay
men take with sex - usually a cocktail of crystal meths (Tina), GHB ("G") a drug associated
with passing out and often rape/abuse, and
mephedrone. My work as a therapist in the gay
community had made me aware of the extent
to which 'chem sex' had become normalised
within younger gay men in major cities. It is not
uncommon for gay men not to be able to have
sex without drugs. But I didn't know any of this
then.

an escape from the collapse of my professional
esteem, and the void this opened up in me. And
I wanted some insight into the exciting-sounding world that many of my clients presented to
me.
I also had a sense that drugs would do something for me.

Some of what I go on to say may be difficult
to read for some. I share the broad lines of my
experience, but include no explicit description
of sexual acts.

They did. It was safe enough. The sleeping pills
this guy brought didn’t work, so we were up all
of the night having sex 24hrs. We came down,
I invited him to stay the next day in part to see
what there might be between us, and to explore
whether our relationship might endure the different intimacy of daylight.

I had never done chems before, mostly because I could never have coped with the challenge to my self-control when I was younger. In
the back of my mind I knew I wanted to, and so
this was an experiment with someone who suggested himself as being safe enough. I wanted

He got high again during the day, he talked nonstop about his past relationships, and touchingly how he’d fallen in love, gone soft on a guy, only
for this guy to have left him. One guy vanished
and the man I was with (I shall call him P) found
out later that he’d died alone of a brain tumour.
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I got high again, and it unleashed a mostly-out of
awareness layer of submission, and need, and
uninhibited love. I remember P was laughing at
me laid on my back and blowing kisses of love at
him with my hands like the Queen of England.
I came to the next day. He woke me since I had
commitments. Much of my memory had gone.
I didn’t know where I was, until I recognised the
curtains. It was cold. He asked me where the
switch to the heating was – I didn’t know, though
I'd lived in my apartment 17 years. I thought it
might be downstairs, but my apartment doesn’t
have a downstairs. I asked him who he was –
and if he was the man who I’d spent the weekend with. He said he was my Master – this big
and naked chested, very sexy man sitting on the
bed next to me.
Master?
I thought a 'Master' might be something connected with work - like a mentor. I said I would
have to check with my organisation to see
whether we had any vacancies for new Masters.
My memory came back. I met up with my
friends; one was a therapy training friend, with
whom I partly shared what was going on – although I omitted I was still high; I felt shame and
copious guilt. This didn’t feel like a 'therapist'
thing to do. It went so much against my rule that
we “sit with” our difficult feelings.
P came over and stayed with me a couple of
nights the next week. Crystal meth stops you
from sleeping; I cancelled work; I cancelled clients one day. I got through the week somehow.

He came back the next Friday after his shift at 11
O’clock. I was in bed. He’d had a hell of a day –
broken up with his long-term, long-distance
partner in another country, and been “shat on”
by his manager around his shift pattern at work.
Could we do drugs again? “No this isn’t a good
idea” I said, “you’re escaping your feelings” – the
therapist in me rallied. But I was in the submissive position, and I hadn’t yet found my voice in
this relationship. So, against my better judgement, I said yes, and the cycle of the previous
week repeated.
I woke after a couple of hours sleep at around 5
in the morning – an email message from a guy
I’d fallen out with at work, jumped out at me. He
was seeking reconciliation. My heart opened.
I turned to the bed conscious of the time I was
taking replying. P was stirring. I felt love for him
too – a different kind of love, a difficult love,
tempered now by a growing awareness of the
violence of these drugs. He’d been nothing but
loving to me; and yet these drugs, his methods
in a way – were violent. He slept a little more and
then the next morning he seemed to distance
himself suddenly. He said he would come round
one evening a week from now on and I was to be
there to serve him. Only one evening a week!
He said he couldn’t afford to do more drugs,
because of his work, so he’d throw the remnants away, down the drain. Look! I saw in him
what I knew frommy own addictive nature was
denial; "yes of course he'll never do this again".
This scared me. And had he groomed me? He’d
come over my place whilst I was at work and
made it nice; my apartment was transformed
from a relational wasteland these last 17 years,
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into a place of presence, of aliveness. There was
somebody else here. Perhaps it took the drugs
to give me this sensation – and perhaps the
sensation was the drugs talking.
Of course I’ve experienced deep contact
through the many workshops I’ve done over the
course of my training – with men and woman
– love and connection; and yet none of it was
erotic; was sexual; was domestic – someone I
could take home with me after the high of the
workshop was done with. Someone who wanted
me. And here he was.
And here was I the next morning asking him
to give back the keys to my apartment and to
leave; I was doing this for him – for us really – I
was being therapist; superior – drawing the line
that my wiser self knew was needed; and making
him walk away I imagined crushed.
I spent the morning, and much of the next few
days messaging or talking to the group of friends
who’d stayed with me on this rollercoaster.
Thankfully I wasn’t alone. This time I managed
to sleep on the Sunday, losing only two nights
of sleep. I managed work. I felt the crystal in
me – its presence in my veins and arteries - the
following week; and I knew in these moments
that I couldn’t with honesty say that I would
never choose this same experience again. Here
was me having judged P; and put the blame on
P – and yet here was I, the same.
I think this is what drew me to him. If he had manipulated me; I had manipulated him - not least
through my professions of love. He was using
me (sexually, and otherwise); I was using him
(sexually and otherwise). I’d used him to run

away from my pain; to rescue me; to paint together this wonderful world of fantasy. However
I looked at it, I was the same.
If they’d done one thing for me; the drugs had
unmasked the partiality of the functioning and
successful persona I liked to play in the world.
No wonder he wanted me to take them – and
wasn’t this even the right thing to let him see me
like this, to witness me in my need; in my desperation for contact even – it wasn’t out of my
awareness that I was the white skinned (privileged) one, he the dark.
“Don’t leave me” I’d said to him under the influence the second time. I’d have never in my life
gotten anywhere close to saying that without
the drugs.
The next week brought up a challenge that I
had an inkling was coming. I was having talks
with colleagues/friends who were potentially
on board to open a therapy business with me.
A good friend of mine whom I’d gotten closer to
in sharing these experiences left a group message saying that integrity – truthfulness – was of
paramount importance to her in entering into a
partnership. She wasn’t speaking directly to me
– or maybe she was; and yet she spoke to my
conscience.
My choice to take drugs was having an impact
on both my work, and my client work. Being
truthful, I thought, would cost me my therapy
career. And yet here I was faced with a dilemma
– that if I shirked my responsibility to myself and
to my friends – my current and future professional life and relationships; would be tarnished
with a lie.
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My mood was still volatile because of the substances. I committed to coming clean with my
employer, which I understood might mean I’d
be dismissed – though the organisation I work
for operates on the basis of peer-support (that
is people supporting each other from a place of
lived experience), so I could still see a place for
me here.

responsibility; to what extent was I playing out an
exploration within myself around the bounds of
ethics and what was permissable? I don’t know.
I want to be clear I am not here advocating for
drug taking whilst seeing clients; and indeed I
have enough respect for the work of professional therapy to allow that this may not be where I
should be positioning myself right now.

I committed to not lying further; and yet the only
way I could see of doing this, was by falling on my
sword and taking a break from my private client work. I 'came clean' to my LGBT placement
supervision group also. These confessions were
in part in order to hold myself to account. I was
committing in future not to lie – which meant
that I would be under personal oath to tell them
if I ever took drugs in proximity to work or clients
again.

And yet when it comes to thinking about my few
long-term clients, those that have stayed with
me; I see them dealing with issues like me – the
struggle to grow up, or the difficulty living a life,
or the struggle to be met and known when one’s
experience of the world has been unspeakably
disfigured from common perception through
trauma.

I hoped this might strengthen my resolve if it
came to needing to hold out against taking drugs
again. This would likely mean losing my career.
There is an irony; that the impact of the drugs
and particularly the part they played in destructuring my narcissism, and requiring of me these
confessions and greater self-honesty, supported me in my therapy work. There had always
been with clients an unawares distance between
us; where through my isolation from relationships I maintained an illusion I was better than
them. This was indeed how I was constructing
my role of therapist – and probably played into
how I was constructing the wider therapy field.
On entering training I had intuited somehow that
part of my journey would take me outside – or at
least to the edges – of the bounds of ethics and

I had thought to leave these clients – and even
shared with one that I thought this was likely.
However when I reflect on these relationships
I believe there’s a reason that these clients are
seeing me. I sense I may not have the answers
that they’re coming to therapy seeking; and yet
to meet them from a place of openness to my
(similar) struggles, might I suspect hold what
they really need.
So I navigate the different parts of my identity –
therapist, slave, lover, friend, drug taker – as the
lenses that had kept my shape and identity fixed
for so long fall away. I don’t have the answers.
It may take me a long time to find the answers,
or I may never find the answers. I do know that I
know a lot less than I thought I knew. And I know
that I may have to make some difficult decisions from a place where I will be seen to have
little moral authority. I have always thought with
drugs, that people who condemn them, often
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don’t realise that however apparently awful the
drug-taking experience is, it is often better – in
a way that’s much harder to discern - than the
way the situation was before . I take a conspicuous breath as I say this, and something in me
relaxes.

my experiences can be met with an open mind.
I am grateful to NGV for giving me this platform,
where I can share my experiences, that I hope in
time will become part of a conversation around
how we hold the difficult, real, and often valuable, experiences around drug taking by therapists.

I am hopeful that as more stories like my own
are shared, even if it costs me the opportunity
to pursue a therapy career, it might support
therapy and therapists to own more of their
humility. And yet whom am I kidding?! I imagine
it's enough for me that I share here the difficult
situation I find myself in - with an intuition that
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Leadership Is Dead
And Thank Fuck for That!
by Toni Clarkson

As I sit down to write this, in the same way that
I don’t know yet who I will become, I don’t know
what this writing will become. It could be a rant
as I feel strongly and somewhat angry about this
topic, but in writing and engaging I might relax
and offer some reason and calm. I don’t even
know who I am writing for – me because I have
this to say….? For NGV or for you? Hmmmm…
I think I only care a little what you think (I stop
and laugh at this.. so very freeing indeed). I think
I just want to say what I believe needs to be said.
I know that I always start this way, to give myself
permission for the words to flow without censorship or shame.

The process of typical leadership/management
‘development’ is unintentionally crushing. People
are promoted to their first management position
and largely left to sink or swim, at a time when
their confidence is sorely in need of some tools
and techniques to help them ‘manage’ others.
But due to their low position in the organisational
hierarchy the investment in them is scant. So
they muddle along, squished between the needs
of their leaders and of their team trying desperately to do a good job, without knowing what one
looks like. Consequently, the voice of the imposter in them is awakened and remains to whisper in
their ear.

Forgive the clumsy bastardisation of Nietzsche,
but Leadership is dead and in that death lies
freedom. With some intentional provocation, I
would like to highlight a couple of the absurdities
that abound around leadership:

The second absurdity is that when people are
promoted to a leadership position, they are promoted for their intelligence, potential, promise
and experience… and what happens? They are
then ’developed’ and ‘invested in’, And in order to
do this and make them a ‘good’ leader, they are
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stuffed full of what other people have done, in

is our difference, not similarity.

different times and in different circumstances
and encouraged to be like them with no guarantee of success, just a blind faith in the power of

Another absurdity is the wholesale concept of

cloning and mimicry.

sona. My view is that Leadership is a collection

Leadership is treated as a formula, a positivistic,
replicable object and the all-important context is ignored. They are told THAT is what good
leadership is. They are told how to be a ‘leader’.
After all, if Jack Welch / Jeff Bezos / Bill Gates /
Elon Musk / Nelson Mandela et. al. have done
it, then that is how it must be. They are given a
collection of leadership badges – situational
leadership, transformational leadership, compassionate leadership, person-centred leadership. Or worst of all, competencies to wear on
the outside with no development of the inside.
And if they are lucky they will attend a prestigious place of learning and become a certified
disciple of their particular doctrine.
This is both outdated and somewhat insulting. No wonder so many of us feel we are ‘not
enough’, that we are imposters in our own roles
and clothes. And with every new theory that is
brandished and force-fed, the gap between our
self-perception and what we perceive others
expect of us and how we ‘should’ be grows. The
space inside of us where our capacity for leadership lies is filled up with what everyone else

leadership as a role or occupation, a fixed perof moments. It is what happens when you fully
meet the cultural, operational and relational
context you operate in, with your own values
and sense of purpose and your authentic interaction with the needs of those that surround
you. Like Contact, Presence or I-Thou, Leadership is a happening moment at a place where
Self, Other and Situation meet in full contact.
It is transient, co-emergent, co-created and
mutable. It is a response not an activity; leadership is constructivist and not positivist; It is a
not a title, a behaviour, a full-time role, or a label
- these make it an oppression, a demand and
obligation.
Our leadership moments – and choice - come
from authentic awareness of Self, Other and
Situation. To this end I have adapted the wonderful SOS model (Denham-Vaughan and
Chidiac, 2013) as I think it encapsulates where I
think leadership occurs1. Where they place Ethical Presence, I place Leadership Moment. You
could of course argue that they are one and the
same, but that’s another article.

has done and how we should be. The critical
parent of leadership development scolds the
adapted child of the leader and tells them who
they are is not enough – they need to be like
that nice Mr Gates or whoever. We get suffocated by the demands of being different to who
and how we are. And of course, we can never be
like others, as we are our own glorious, unique
and messy selves. What makes us exceptional

1

REFERENCES

Chidiac, M., & Denham-Vaughan S., (2013). SOS:
A Relational Orientation Towards Social Inclusion.
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Our Presence, purpose, meaning,
Leadership Moment

values, awareness, contact,
difference, similarity

Their presence, purpose,
meaning, values, needs,
hopes, difference and
similarity
Culture, organisational
and situational needs,
history, future, potential,
values, contradictions,
moment
Adaptation of S.O.S Model
Denham-Vaughan, S. and Chidiac, M-A. 2013

Life is complex, changing and uncertain, or to
adopt a term which business has co-opted
(I am not particularly stirred to change what is
taught) Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and
Ambiguous (VUCA). Copying others will no
longer cut it. This mode of leadership belongs to
post industrial-revolution leadership that prevailed from 200-50 years ago, where certainty
was prized and prediction was possible…… a
sort of binary world where something either was
one thing or not, and we could comfortably sit
at one or other end of polarities. We need to let
that go and make space for a more relevant way
of leading and to work on people’s own leadership and to find their own voice in their own
circumstances and way to thrive in this VUCA
world. So let’s forget indoctrination into the cult
of the ‘wise other’ and welcome the strength of
the ‘wise self’.
And so leadership development has to change.
We need to cast off the notion of traditional
development and create space which enables:

enables strengthening and unfolding of the self,
enables strengthening awareness and unfolding
of purpose, meaning, values; enables strengthening of contact and the ability to hold uncertainty. And as I write this I am minded of something from quantum computing that struck me
recently: traditional computing relies on ‘bits’
which either hold the on or off position, and so
capacity relies on vast amounts of these two
either or positions – checks and balances, yes’s
and no’s, certainties of one or the other. Quantum computing works with Q-Bits that have the
ability to be On, Off and at any point in between
– thus creating a quantum leap in capacity and
choice. And this is how leadership needs to be.
Having been fortunate enough to have worked
with Dr Tony Fusco on his Authentic Leadership
Development programme I’ve seen the startlingly positive results that can be attained whenyou teach nothing but "unfold lots". People are
like plants: when given space, they are able to
take the nutrients they personally need to grow
and flower. And maybe, just maybe, this
‘post-covid’ world is creating a little of that
space.
So in essence, we need to work with people to
trust that experience, that potential and that
innate intelligence and in this lies freedom. To
this end Thomas Ameel and I are developing a
10-12 month NGV leadership programme that
speaks to this need and works with the individual to help them discover and unfold their own
way of leading and their own way of meeting
their leadership moments. And thank fuck for
that.
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NGV Leadership Programme
We have developed an intensive leadership programme which is designed to
support you to :
•
•
•
•

Identify and strengthen your own unique style as a person and as a leader
Gain confidence and comfort in working with uncertainty
Quieten the automatic response of reactivity and create more choices for you
Take the time to figure out why you are a leader, your purpose, your style and
meaning. In short, what matters to you.

APPROACH:

• We do not teach; instead we work with you as facilitators and with all in the group
as equals
• We have a ratio of max 4 people to 1 facilitator
• We draw heavily on gestalt as route to having more honest and in depth conversations and inquiries with ourselves and others.
• We draw heavily on your own wisdom and that of the group.
• This programme is intended to be hugely challenging and hugely supportive – we
take a deep dive into your own leadership and your personal context.

STRUCTURE:

The programme is framed around the SOS Model (Chidiac, Denham-Vaughan) .
A total 11 days in group workshops, with optional one to one coaching
1. Introduction: 2 days
2. Deep inquiry into Self: 2 days.
3. Deep inquiry into Other: 2 days
4. Deep inquiry into Situation 3 days
5. 4 month gap with optional coaching
6. Follow up session – outcomes: 2 days

DURATION 10-12 MONTHS:

Maximum group size is 10, minimum group size 6.

PRICING AND SUITABILITY:

We believe you will get and bring the most from this programme if you are already
stuffedfull of the traditional ‘management’ techniques but are curious about
strengthening your own leadership. / £5995 per person.
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Toni loves chickens, gestalt, coaching,
leadership, mountains and gardens. The
order of these changes, but they never go
away. Toni cares very much indeed about
the quality of conversation we are able to
have with ourselves and with others, and
our willingness to hold our own truths and
those of others with kindness. “And you
can put I’ve got an international corporate OD background if you want!”

toni@3dleadership.co.uk

Thomas studied clinical psychology and through encountering gestalt
understood that he hadn’t learned a lot
in those five years at university. Besides his part-time private practice in
Brussels, he attempts to bring more of
him and his gestalt into organisations,
developing ways to support leaders
through contact and genuine encounter instead of leaning into the performance training demands that pervade
executive levels.

thomas.ameel@gmail.com
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Review of Erving Polster's
Beyond Therapy: Igniting Life
Focus Community Movements.
(2017)
Daiana C. Albeanu

One of our pioneers in gestalt, whom many of us
may know as the director of the Gestalt Training Center in San Diego and associate clinical
professor in the department of psychiatry of the
School of Medicine at the University of California
- San Diego, Erving Polster, surprises us with its
penultimate creation: Beyond Therapy. Igniting
Life Focus Community Movements.
His thesis, encouraging us to step out of the
current status quo of psychotherapy is something previously described and debated in the
book he authored in 2006, Uncommon Ground:
Harmonizing Psychotherapy and Community.
This time E. Polster continues his journey exploring a topic that has gradually gained a central focus in his professional vision: repositioning
the medical

model of psychotherapy into larger group formats. The proposal that he makes in this book is
like a poetic invitation to bring to the foreground
and honour communal experiences, inviting
people together into a meditative and "vital
pulse“ of the worldly shared themes.
The paradigm shift in which E. Polster invites the
therapeutic community is beyond what is commonly voiced. Similarly with the movement of
New Gestalt Voices - which is oriented towards
less addressed yet important topics, E. Polster
brings into discussion the possibilities we have
at hand to go beyond our present psychotherapeutic framework. Hence, both NGV and Erving
Polster advocate for the inclusion of practical
and innovative new developments from which
wider communities can benefit, at the same
time developing further gestalt theory and
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practice in an egalitarian, organic and outward
looking manner.
This being said, I will go on to present the book’s
structure at the same time describing the main
topics addressed and the imprint they have left
on me as a reader:
The book is organised in 3 main parts consisting
of 14 chapters. In part A, the author introduces
us to his main theme, describing ways in which
life focus already exists in social and therapeutic practices on the strength of our human
needs for connection and meaning. Along the
way, the focus is set upon an invitation for
psychotherapists to restructure the purpose of
therapy and create lifetime communities. Life
focus is presented as a communal opportunity
for people to unify some of the splits within their
minds, to pause and reflect upon the way they
live their lives and zoom into the details. This
pause, when realised in the context of a group,
makes people feel welcomed and the sense of
belonging in the world is brightened.
Something that caught my attention and invited me to meditate was the importance of
self- observation in the presence of otherness.
Another important tool depicted by the author
is our capacity to listen and accept the other,
as a way to create "cosmic embeddedness“ of
the individual microcosm into the larger picture,
as E. Polster so poetically formulates. It was
inspiring to reflect on the gift we have, as healthcare professionals, to create bridges between
humans and enhance communal wellbeing far
beyond our private practices.
Part B of the book is structured more like a
hand-book. It contains a lot of design ideas
intended to stimulate the emergence of philosophical themes of discussion in life focus

communities. Through this part of the book,
E. Polster refers to art as a good way to propel
everyday events. I very much appreciate the
clarity of the information because while reading, it becomes increasingly evident how to
build such communities. The author goes on
and highlights the similarity between the way art
shapes reality and the way life focus does the
same but with extra therapeutic care.
One of the most lyrical chapters is the one in
which E. Polster emphasises the "themes that
mark a lifetime“. At first glance these may seem
casual topics but I was surprised and enlivened
to read Polster describe these as having insightful moments going through them in depth.
This made me gaze into how important it is to
pause and give space to the seemingly simple
aspects of a lifetime. The middle part ends by
describing the communal setting needed so
that life focus communities can create a common ground on welcoming each person’s ethos,
despite differences. A place where people can
come close to each other within a field based
on acceptance and respect.
The last part of the book opens wide the gates
of life focus’ social implications. E. Polster brings
religion to our attention, as a first conductor
of the human psyche. He then interweaves
Freud’s social influence and reflects upon the
way this reshaped humanity’s perception about
religion and the route that followed in terms of
self-knowledge. The fact that psychology has
become a social force, rising humanity above
the supernatural, opened in me a sense of responsibility and also a feeling of empowerment
regarding my existence. It seems like an invitation to reflect upon the theme of religion from a
psychological perspective. E. Polster draws parallels between the 'virtuous' human-supernatural relationship and the 'nurturing' human-hu-
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man relationship. He concludes by exemplifying
how life focus communities have what’s necessary to carry on what religious communities
have built in society.
As he nears completion, E. Polster brings polar
phenomena together, in what seems a unification exercise. For example, the contradiction
between psychotherapy and morality, social
attributes such as 'fluid' and 'consistent', and
also the needs for 'belonging' and 'indivisibility'.
In the end, the author expresses his personal
belief regarding the way today’s societal trust
in psychotherapy has more strength, consequently it becoming more possible to enhance
connection and awareness on a lifelong lifelong
basis as a new form of spiritual guidance.
The structure, the formulation and the way the
book is written makes it accessible to a non- native English speaker. I chose the e-book version
because it’s faster to get and it includes the
option to access a dictionary, which I found very
useful. The book is precious both professionally
and personally because it opens a multitude of
themes to reflect on. The practical value of the
book is that it contains accessible guidance,
should one feel motivated to develop a life
focus community, or include a life focus orientation within its social meetings.
My experience reading the book was invigorating, like a breathe of fresh air, acknowledging a
specific expression of the feeling that something was missing between us, something of
reference but with great meaning for the way we
address, as mental health specialists and active
citizens, our society and it’s challenges.

dichotomised between the traditional which is
reminiscent of communism and the changing
wave necessary to adapt. It almost feels like
there is no connecting thread between these
polarities. The new and the old, public enemies
that fight each other in us, in families, in the
political field and in its subsystems. One does
not know the other and is frightened of dissolution. This sense of rupture creates distance
and a lack of trust between people. As a result,
important life focus themes tend to be avoided,
which, I think, becomes a supporter of stigma,
generalization, hate speech, closure and enmity.
As an activist in my own social environment,
I am aware also of the creative adjustments
which are beginning to rise in Romania, in
supporting the growth of membership communities based on trust and inclusion. With this in
mind, I think life focus community movement
serves as a reference, a point of clarity from
which to generate new contexts for people to
view the psychotherapeutic frame beyond a
cure for suffering and closer to a meeting space
in which to belong, to become in and to grow.
It seems to be the optimal time for this, giving
the macro-changes we all face as humanity. I
support the revolution of the psyche-reality and
the expansion of confidence that people have
in psychology, which is already here to some degree depending on the socio-political context of
each country. Whether it's in NGV, in E. Polster's
new book or in social movements that are rising
all over the world, we’re all reaching out towards
wider communities with the purpose of creating
inclusive and containing forms of social relatedness.

As a young Romanian woman I find a lot of
personal meaning in this philosophical shift of
perspective because I live in a society deeply
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Daiana desecribes herself as a traveler through multiple states of existence. This was
her reality a few years ago and she still feels this way. Besides this she is a Romanian
woman, currently in the 2nd year of training to become a psychotherapist at Gestalt
Therapy Society of Romania (SGTR), an experiential counsellor and clinician working
as a volunteer ergo-therapist within Prof. Dr. Alexandru Obregia Psychiatry Hospital.
Daiana says "Currently my mission is to become a voice for social causes treated as
minorities: the LGBT+ community in Romania and for the cause of freedom and gender equality in Romania. I contribute with my presence and knowledge in supporting
these communities as a proud member of both. When lost in too much modernism,
I find myself in nature, dance/movement and writing poetry- passions I sometimes
merge and create new forms that serve as supports for others as well.

albeanudaiana@gmail.com
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invest
in NGV
If you support what we set out to achieve
and you would like to help us achieve
our vision, please consider becoming an
investor.

T
DR
AF

As an early phase business, our immediate
viability depends on generating investment
in order that we can build a series of income
streams (revenue) with which to pay back
investment.

NGV
NEW GESTALT VOICES

REQUEST
FOR
INVESTMENT

NGV's first year target is $60k of investment
in order to capitalise a five year breakeven business plan. We expect the bulk
of investment to come from a mix of
social investment and bank lending, but
anticipate that an investor is likely to be looking for some portion of matched funding, and therefore we
have set ourselves the target of generating $20k through a mix of sponsorship, fundraising and indivdiual
donations.We are some way towards meeting our target, but would welcome more support.
JUNE • 2020

NEW GESTALT VOICES LTD. FLAT 5, 24 BEMERTON ST, LONDON, N1 0BT

Please contact John Gillespie (john@newgestaltvoices.org) if you would like to see our Investment
Prospectus or to have a conversation about becoming an investor. Or visit the donations page on our
website https://newgestaltvoices.org/contribute/
All ideas welcome
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events &
notices
If you respond to an advertisement,
please remember to tell the advertiser
that you saw it in NGV Journal!
If you would like an advert or a notice
posted on our website and published in
the next edition of the journal, or have
any questions, please email: john@
newgestaltvoices.org
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New Gestalt Voices is exploring writing in the field of gender, sex, and relationship diversity (GSRD) within
gestalt psychotherapy, and we are planning to publish an anthology of writings on the subject. We have
been incredibly heatened by the number of responses and with the quality of the first round of chapter
submissions. The process has taken longer than expected due to our limited capacity, and we still need
more chapters if we are to have sufficient to approach a publisher.
We are also looking for gestalt practitioners with theoretical expertise to peer review chapters and support
authors. A consequence of the lack of gestalt writing on GSRD experience is that writers are more inclined
to draw on non-gestalt perspectives, which seems to do our modality a discredit.
This book will cover:
•
•

•

The range of GSRD experiences.
A mix of voices, from the more theoretically advanced
to experiential/testimony and trainee experiences –
including straight and cis-gender experiences.
An emphasis on GSRD as a part of wider diversity – building
bridges rather than further separating.

Ayhan & John (co-producers GSRD book)
https://newgestaltvoices.org/gender-sex-relationship-diversity-book/

If you are able to contribute please contact
Ayhan@gestalt-psychotherapy.com /
John@newgestaltvoices.org

Ayhan Alman, Project Director
GSRD Book
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THE GATHERING ONLINE EVENT

EXPERIENCING 2020: WHERE ARE WE NOW?




Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, this year’s community gathering
will be an online event, coming together via Zoom, enabling
practitioners from around the world to join us, regardless of
travel restraints or other issues persisting at that time.

DATE:
November 25 2020
Wednesday

This virtual gathering will be led by Sally Denham-Vaughan and
Marie-Anne Chidiac.

TIME:
10:00 - 16:00
(UTC/GMT)

When we created the core Relational Change framework of ‘Self Other – Situation’ (SOS) we had no idea how much the world was
about to change, and just how appropriate SOS would turn out to
be.

th

ONLINE EVENT:

We will use SOS to review our experiences of 2020 and the
challenges we have faced. This will include experiential reviews,
theoretical discussions, and applications to practice, with plenty
of opportunities for sharing and discussion.
Whether you are a therapist, counsellor, coach, OD consultant, or
simply interested in the work of Relational Change, we believe
you will discover something useful in this day of connection and
exploration. We look forward to seeing you online!

COST:
£27.00

BOOK YOUR TICKET HERE:
www.relationalchange.eventbrite.co.uk




www.relationalchange.org

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/the-gathering-2020-tickets-104525422352
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THOUGHTS ON MICROAGGRESSION, SOCIO-CULTRUAL TRAUMA AND THE PHENOMENOLOGICLA FIELD

THOUGHTS ON MICROAGGRESSION,
SOCIO CULTURAL TRAUMA, AND
THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL FIELD
A Discussion Paper

In this paper Bernadette argues that
the question of whether a microaggression has taken place usually rests
with the receiver of it. As someone
challenged with having microaggressed,
the onus is on me to respond from a
place of grace and humility rather
than wishing to diminish what took
place.
Nonetheless aggressor and 'aggressed-on' can also meet by taking
in the wider situation containing
structured oppression. The situational context makes micro-aggressions all
but inevitable, and, whilst not taking away our responsibility for having
microaggressed may support us to find
compassion in a difficult situation.

Bernadette O’Koon
JUNE 2020

1

An NGV Discussion Paper, by Bernadette
Latuch (O'Koon)

A DISCUSSION PAPER PUBLISHED BY
NEW GESTALT VOICES

Download free at https://newgestaltvoices.org/papers/
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MANchESTER GESTALT cENTRE

DIPLOMA TRAINING AND WEBINARS
Training courses:

The next Foundation course starts in January 2021. Interviews are fully booked for July,
but may re-open in the Autumn.
The next run of the Accredited Training, years 2- 4 starts in January 2022.
Contact Danny Porter for further details <mgc@mgc.org.uk>.
Autumn webinars all 4 – 6.30pm UK time, cost £30.

Thursday 17th September: Webinar - A Couple in the World - with Peter Philippson
Wednesday 23rd September: Webinar - A Gestalt Theory of Group Therapy - with Peter Philippson
Thursday 1st October: Webinar - We can be Together, but You and Me can Meet - with Peter
Philippson

For further information, see https://www.mgc.org.uk/events/categories/webinars/
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New Gestalt Voices: Gestalt Birmingham Introduction
Introducing Gestalt Birmingham, a collective of experienced and trainee gestalt therapists
offering Therapy, Supervision and Training from The Custard Factory in Central Birmingham
and online.
We are:
Dave Mann MSc, RMN: UKCP Reg. Gestalt Psychotherapist, Dip. Supervision, Training and
Supervising Member of GPTI and The Sherwood Institute. Dave is author of ‘Gestalt Therapy: 100 Key Points & Techniques’ (Routledge, 2010) (2nd edition in print, 2021), and several
chapters on aspects of gestalt therapy. He has extensive experience as a psychotherapy
trainer and supervisor having delivered training and clinical supervision nationally and internationally
Sandra Boden MSc: UKCP Reg. Gestalt Psychotherapist, BACP (Accredited) Counsellor/Psychotherapist. Dip. Supervision, Relate- trained Relationship Counsellor, in private
practice. For several years Sandra worked in Higher and Further Education establishing and
running Counselling Training from Introduction to Diploma level. As part of her practice she
has developed and facilitated bespoke CPD workshops for Black Counsellors and Therapist,
NHS Staff and Counselling organisations in the Midlands. Sandrapbee@talktalk.net
Rod London MSc: UKCP Reg. Gestalt Psychotherapist, Dip. Supervision, BACP (Accredited)
Counsellor/Psychotherapist, in private practice. Rod has managed counselling services in
the NHS, schools and university settings, and now works in private practice as therapist,
supervisor and trainer. He has led a number of workshops and CPD events locally and at a national conference on the theme of working creatively and with the natural environment. rod@
gestaltbirmingham.co.uk
Dawn Gwilt LTCL: UKCP Reg. Gestalt Psychotherapist working in private practice (Worcester) and a supervisor-in-training. After an initial career as a cellist, Dawn retrained and has
worked in counselling and psychotherapy for 13 years. She has had a number of articles
published based on her psychotherapy work, and has recently co-facilitated four online
workshops exploring participants’ embodied responses to experiences of belonging and
isolation. dawngwilt@gmail.com
Chris O’Malley MSc: UKCP Reg Gestalt Psychotherapist, Cert. Supervision (Supervising
Member GPTI) BACP (Accredited) Counsellor/Psychotherapist, in private practice. Chris has
worked in NHS, university and police settings as a therapist and delivered training at workshops and conferences nationally and internationally on themes including sex, writing and
shame. Chris has had articles and letters on gestalt themes published and is currently writing
on the themes of certainty/uncertainty.
chris@gestaltbirmingham.co.uk
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Matthew Lee BSc: Matt is an accredited gestalt counsellor with the National Counselling
Society and a psychotherapist-in-training at the Welsh Psychotherapy Institute (WPI), in the
post-completion, dissertation writing phase. Matt’s written a contributory column for UKCP’s ‘New Psychotherapist’ magazine and delivered workshops in Key Skills in Gestalt Counselling & Psychotherapy. He has a private practice in Birmingham. matt@gestaltbirmingham.
co.uk
Take a look at the Gestalt Birmingham website for details of upcoming workshops
https://www.gestaltbirmingham.co.uk/contact-us
These include
• Body work with Julianne Appel-Opper
• Identifying and Transforming Shame in the Therapeutic Relationship (12 th September
2020)
• The Limits of Uncertainty; exploring certainty and uncertainty in a field paradigm
• Relational contracting; making contracting the basis for appreciative relational awareness
• Support – ‘that which enables’ (Laura Perls) Integrating working with a gestalt approach
to support in your practice
• Sex matters; including sex and sexuality in your assessment and clinical praxis
• Brief Gestalt Therapy (Gestalt Therapy in Time-Limited contexts)
• Working with Suicidal clients
• Working creatively
Dates, timings, costs and payment options will be posted on the Gestalt Birmingham website www.gestaltbirmingham.co.uk or alternatively please email rod@gestaltbirmingham.
co.uk to be added to our mailing list
Right to Left, top line first
Dave, Chris, Sandra, Dawn, Matt, Rod
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“Gestalt Therapy” by
Fritz Perls, Ralph Hefferline and Paul Goodman
(PHG),

Perry Klepner

Gestalt therapy's foundational text is now being
studied in a collegial group process involving
members’ personal and professional experience while clarifying the text. Proceeding with a
holistic approach this foundational presentation
of the theory of “Excitement and Growth In The
Human Personality” can be understood, enlivened and participants can develop their own
”Gestaltist” perspective, talents, and strengths.
If you wish to be included in future groups please
contact me at: perry302@aol.com.
I add a quote from PHG that references
“witnessing” which I take to be relevant in our
corona virus crisis. It addresses self regulation
in difficult circumstances with dominance – a
subject important in PHG of ‘Reality, Emergency
and Evaluation.’ (Chapter IV.)
“..when actuality is pressing, certain values oust other values, furnishing a hierarchy of what does
in fact marshal brightness and vigor in its execution…Sickness and somatic deficiencies and excesses rate high in the dominance hierarchy. So with environmental dangers. But so also do the
need for love, someone to go out to, the avoidance of isolation and loneliness., and the need for
self esteem. Also maintaining oneself and developing oneself: independence…so that sometimes
heroism and bearing witness dominate the fear of death.” [Perls et al, 1951, p. 278]
In this land and time of the Covid-19 stay safe, distant and not isolated.
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Christianity and
Gestalt Therapy: The
Presence of God in
Human Relationships
A unique integration written for psychotherapists who want to better understand their Christian clients and Christian
counselors who want a clinically sound
approach that embraces Christian spirituality.
This book explores critical concepts in
phenomenology and how they relate to
both gestalt therapy and Christianity.
Using mixed literary forms that include
poetry and story, this book provides a
window into gestalt therapy for Christian
counselors interested in learning how the
gestalt therapeutic model can be incorporated into their beliefs and practices.
It explores the tension in psychology and
psychotherapy between a rigid naturalism
and an enchanted take on life.
A rich mix of theory, philosophy, theology, and practice, Christianity and Gestalt Therapy is an important resource for therapists working with Christian patients.
MEDIA REVIEWS
"In this carefully argued book, Dr. Brownell interweaves Christianity, gestalt therapy, and a scholarly
expertise that makes this book valuable for the reader regardless of the reader's beliefs. This book
might challenge gestalt therapists to seriously consider theology along with their other concepts
and invite Christians to welcome gestalt therapy into their own ways of looking at their spiritual
worlds." Dan Bloom, JD, past president, Association for the Advancement of Gestalt Therapy and
New York Institute of Gestalt Therapy, USA
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New Gestalt Voices

New Gestalt Voices is an international not-for-profit organisation,
committed to widening participation and exploring new ways of
building community via applications of gestalt (and aligned disciplines) across a number of domains – health, education, therapy,
organisational/ business, community, and government/political.

A Message to Public & Voluntary
Sector Leaders...
The current moment is at once
energising and disconcerting as we
perceive our personal and professional lives against the backdrop
of tremendous uncertainty. We
may wish for a return to the era of
comfort and predictability that
we remember, and yet a need for
new solutions means staying with
the discomfort of the unknown
and resisting the urge to go back to
‘business as usual’.
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For those who work in public
services - healthcare, therapy,
education, social care - you have
probably heard conversations
that go something like this....
“we know that we only deal with
the consequences of society’s
problems. . And whilst our work
is important we also know that it
is insufficient . We also need to
be looking at ways that we can
intervene ‘upstream’ ".
This argument makes sense insofar as it goes. The problem is that it overlooks the impact that our working with the cohort that we do and in the way
that we do is having on the shape of the whole ‘field’ (field is a term used
in gestalt - a related term is ‘system’). The way that we define the problem
into an ‘upstream’ and a ‘downstream’ component and our choice to work
mostly ‘downstream’ with the fallout of society’s problems, contributes to
a situation in which the problems are allowed to persist. Indeed we support
the status quo, that is causing the problems in the first place.
What is happening, from a perspective that one of gestalt’s founders, the
US anarchist Paul Goodman would recognise, is that we are diverting our
energies away from a set of arenas and challenges where as professionals,
we feel impotent, de-skilled or not welcome - or where the problems are
“above our paygrade”. Instead our energies surface in arenas where we can
make a small difference - or a big
difference to a small number of
people.
A Different Approach?
As public and voluntary sector
leaders there is much we can
do to change the discourse and
create better outcomes, but in
order to effect change we must
first recognise that we are a
part of the problem. This means
letting go of our certainties and
privileges that come with our
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munities and wider stakeholders. The key we believe is to create safe, faciltiated spaces co-ordinated by communities themselves but facilitated by
exeperienced gestalt-trained practitioners.
Gestalt and NGV can help via.
• supporting colleagues to ‘stay with’ the discomfort of the status quo,
rather than rushing back to certainties that we know don’t solve the
problems
• holding a safe space for honest and authentic conversations, that don’t
shy away from difficulty.
• by seeing conflict as an opportunity for growth and contact rather than
isolation.
• by creating a culture where feelings and embodied awareness can be
brought forth safely - typically we need to bypass ‘language’ and the
cognitive domain in order to engage with new realities and arrive somewhere new.
• supporting colleagues to hold in mind the larger culture, values and
systems in which we work and of which we are a part, whilst opening to
our collective potential to change these structures.
• creatively experimenting with new possibilties. How many workshops
have you been to where it’s just about sticking post-it notes up on a
board?
• appreciating the contributions and importance of each unique indivdiual, and by recognising that voices on the margins are often those that
hold the solutions to stuck problems.
• allowing that we all need to grow in order to support new solutions - and
providing support for indivdiuals to stay with their personal discomfort
and grow into new solutions.
• exploring the ‘edges’ between the current and the possible.
• supporting you to enter into authentic dialogue with those in positions of
power and influence - commissioners, and elected officials.
NGV can work with individuals, teams, whole organisations and multi-stakeholder systems. We draw on an international team of experienced gestalt
practitioners, and are comfortable working remotely and (where safe to do
so) face to face.
We are happy to offer a free no commitment consultation to discuss your
situation.
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next edition
We hope you’ve enjoyed reading this issue of
New Gestalt Voices International Journal
Your feedback is much appreciated – please email
your comments to the editor:
john@newgestaltvoices.org
The next edition will be published in Jan 2021. If you might like to contribute
a piece please get in touch as soon as possible. We welcome anything
that can be shared in PDF format. You don’t have to be a student or
recently qualified or a first-time writer. And we're always keen to feature
contributions from gestaltists working in the coaching and organisational
fields.
If you’d rather not wait for the next journal, you may like to produce a short
article or a video or something else that can be published immediately on
our blog or as a one off paper. Please see the website for ideas. There you’ll
also find details of other ways you can contribute.

www.newgestaltvoices.org
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